First Event 2015
Ride the Wave

January 21st thru 25th
Welcome to our New Venue

Westin Waltham Hotel
WEDNESDAY EVENING —
Lori Diamond & Fred Abatelli
...
THURSDAY EVENING — Out on the TOWN
@Club Café for our
Community Service Awards honorees and
Peter Mac performing as
Judy Garland & Bea Arthur
…
Expanded YOUTH & FAMILY TRACK
Co-Sponsored by
GREATER BOSTON PFLAG
Over 130 workshops
Our Fabulous Friday Festival of Fashion
...
SATURDAY EVENING BANQUET
featuring
Keynote Speaker Wayne Maines
& the return of
Dale LePage and the Manhattans
...

Welcome to First Event 2015,
from the Chairs
Have you ever noticed that in the back of this program guide we always have a “save the date”
notice for next year’s First Event which has the new theme with its picture? Well over a year
ago, we picked the theme for FE15 of Ride the Wave, that this year would be, what Time Magazine proclaimed this past June, the Transgender Tipping Point. If you are reading this, we are
certain that you are as excited as we are that acceptance and understanding of our community
is growing and becoming more visible to the world at large. We appreciate that there is still
so much more to do to make the world safe for all of us, but the wave is forming and growing
each day!
It is hard for us to believe that FE15 is the 35th anniversary of First Event. This is our fifth
year as co-leaders and we are amazed by our recent growth. Last year, FE was bursting at the
seams, so we had our work cut out for us. Within a few weeks of the end of FE14, we were
busily at work searching for a new home. There were so many wonderful choices for us, as
many venues wished to be our host.
After careful consideration we found our new home. We are so pleased to be at the Westin
Waltham. Our growth has continued and appears to be accelerating. The hotel is almost twice
as large as the previous hotel and we have more than double the conference rooms – which we
already have filled up with amazing and fabulous workshops. We are pretty sure that you will
be able to find many workshops that are of your own particular interest at FE15.
Also with the additional space, our unique and very special Tiffany’s Closet shop will stay in
one location throughout the conference. There will be people there to support you in picking
the best outfits for you, and there are clothes for any and all genders available.
Once again we want First Event to be open to the entire transgender community. For 2015
we are looking forward to the growth of our Youth and Family program which will have a large
number of workshops on Saturday. No matter how you identify or where you may be on your
journey, you are welcome to First Event
So find your boards and get ready to enjoy the ride of your life at FE15 as you join us as we
all Ride the Wave!

Andrea & Mechelle Ziff, Grace Stevens
FE 2015, Co-chairs
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First Event Committee
Office of the Chair - Grace Stevens,
Andrea & Mechelle Ziff
Registration - Janet Asch, Mechelle Ziff
On-Line Registration - Lida Mullendore
Website & Internet - Stacey Carla
Vendor Manager - Grace Stevens
Workshops - Grace Stevens, Andrea Ziff
Youth & Family Track - Carol Caravana
Hospitality / Hotel Relations - Andrea Ziff
Cover Art Original Design - Stacey Carla
Program Guide - Mechelle & Andrea Ziff
Big Brother / Big Sister - Lida Mullendore
Partners-in-Process - Andrea Ziff,
Fashion Show Manager -Michelle Hirsch
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Tiffany’s Closet - Bobbie Kay, Darcy,
Andrea Ziff
Day of Beauty & Wellness Natasha Savoy
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Proudly, we present our FE 2015 Keynote Speaker
Wayne Maines
Dr. Wayne M. Maines has a Bachelor of Science Degree
from Cornell University and a Doctor of Education Degree in Safety Management and Education from West
Virginia University. He likes to say his job is to protect
people and their communities. In 2007 Wayne came to
the realization that he did not have the skills he needed
to protect his own children. He did not have the insight
or courage to recognize his own failures. That all changed when adults started
to fear his baby girl. Wayne is the proud father of identical twins, one boy and
one girl. His beautiful daughter Nicole is transgender.
Wayne often writes for the Huffington Post describing the challenges of a
semi-conservative, past NRA Shooting Sport Instructor and Veteran is raising
a transgender child. He has conducted many lectures in higher education and
schools to help people understand transgender youth, support transgender
rights and challenge them to promote change.
Wayne Maines and his daughter Nicole were the keynote speakers the 2011
GLAD banquet held in Boston, MA. He was also the featured speaker for the
Maine ACLU 2011 awards banquet, in which the Maines family received the
Roger Baldwin Award, the ACLU’s highest award for civil right advocacy.
On January 30th of 2014 his family won the highest transgender rights case in
the nation. Maine’s highest court ruled that denying a transgender girl the use
of the girls’ restroom at her school violated her rights under Maine’s Human
Rights Act, which prohibits discrimination against transgender people. This
marks the first time a state court has ruled that transgender students must be
allowed to use the bathrooms that match who they are.
It has been an amazing and often painful journey, but the Maines family, their
friends at GLAD and friends from across the nation never stopped fighting for
equality. Wayne speaks openly about his personal journey and how two small
children, his wife and the transgender community helped him grow in ways he
never thought possible.

A Touch of Grace
Grace Anne Stevens
The Journey Really is the Destination
I was wrong. I was very, very wrong.
When I transitioned in 2011 I thought I had a pretty good idea about my journey. I had so
many options. I was working two jobs, days in the tech world and evenings in the counseling world. I was busy and was really happy. Even though I was 64, retirement was still
somewhere over the horizon.
I had no idea how much would change over the past 3 years. My tech job disappeared in
early 2013. In November 2014, I decided to resign from the clinic I worked at. Last
Spring I sat in front of my Mac and in about four weeks channeled about 60 thousand
words into a book. I really have no idea where these words came from but there really
were those voices inside me that chose to tell their story.
Perhaps I am now “retired,” or perhaps an entire new road is appearing before me. It
took me a while to understand that I would be comfortable with either path. I thought
that transitioning would be the end of a long road. I now think that it was only a small
stop on way. Since that time, I really learned that I have no idea what tomorrow may
bring. I also learned that since I am living my life – my true and authentic life, I am ok
with all of the unknown tomorrows that may lie before me. I have learned to chill and
enjoy the journey and really accept that it really is the destination.
As you travel on your own journey here at FE15, I hope that you can sit back and enjoy
whatever discoveries might appear for you. New friends, new choices, new possibilities,
and new directions have appeared for many of us here. Let your journey be your destination too!

Grace Anne Stevens
Co-Chair, FE 2015

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS
FTM Chest Surgery Show and Tell
Andy
This workshop will provide the opportunity for attendees who
have not yet had chest surgery to view a variety of results and for
attendees who have already had chest surgery to share their results and experiences with others. Participant presentations will
be followed by the opportunity to ask questions. All FTMidentified persons, SOFFAs, and trans-friendly professionals
are welcome to attend.

Moving Beyond Labels and Identities
Shana Aisenberg
Labels and identities can be both liberating and confining.
Through choosing labels and identities, such as our genders or
sexualities, we learn who we are and better understand ourselves
and our relationship to others. We also find communities of others with shared experience, and can choose to work together for
political and social change. A label or identity can also feel like a
box, imposing limitations on the full expansiveness of who we
are. In this interactive discussion, we’ll explore our relationships
with our chosen identities, and look at both positive and negative
aspects of choosing these identities

Reading from “If We Shadows”
D.E. Atwood
D.E. Atwood will read from his book If We Shadows and sign
copies. Any questions and/or discussion are happily invited!
Assigned female at birth, all Jordan wants is to slip under the
radar and live the last year of high school as a boy. His parents
and siblings support him, but he’d rather be recognized for his
acting and musical talents than his gender issues.
When Shakespeare’s Puck gives him three magical potions – true
sight, true seeming, and true love – Jordan discovers being true
to himself isn’t as simple as he thought. Jordan must navigate the
confusion of first love, a controversial role in the fall musical,
and his transgender identity, while fairy magic creates a net of
complications over everything he does. In order to unweave the
spells laid over his friends – his supportive older brother, James,
his playwright friend, Pepper, and Maria, another transgender
student – Jordan needs to understand exactly how far he’ll go to
reach his goals of finding true love, true sight, and true seeming.
“If We Shadows” is a Rainbow Award winning novel geared to
youth aged 14 and up. All are welcome.

Dating Men
Deborah Bershel, MD
Originally growing up and viewing men as ugly, I began finding
them more attractive as I transitioned. I now consider myself
bisexual with a physical preference for men but a spiritual preference for women. Transmen also find that their sexual preferences
can change especially after going on testosterone. I will present
my experiences in about fifteen minutes and they are surprisingly
interesting and varied. I then want to open it up to a freewheeling conversation so we can all learn from each other – our
cautionary tales, our joys, fears and confusion as we hopefully
journey forward.

A Science Surfboard for Riding the Wave
Dana Bevan, Ph.D
Dr. Bevan will provide a presentation to help you surf the current
transgender wave using science as a surfboard. Now is your
chance to know what to say when someone asks why you are
transsexual or a transgender person based on science. In this
presentation she will review the scientific evidence of causation
in a manner understandable to all levels of science understanding.
Dana received her Ph.D. from Princeton University in physiological psychology and her B.A. from Dartmouth College. After a
lifetime of research and experience, she has published two books
that provide a comprehensive look at transsexualism and
transgenderism from a scientific point of view

How to Navigate and Negotiate the New Trans
Inclusive Health Insurance in Massachusetts
Charel Bjorklund and Sara Reid
Trans specific healthcare is now available through both Mass
Health and Private insurers. Care relating to gender dysphoria,
transition expenses, and gender affirming procedures have traditionally been excluded from insurance. Recent reforms in Massachusetts have allowed access to trans specific mental health, hormone, and gender affirming surgery. Getting from what is allowed to what you need is sometimes a challenge. The presenters
offer tips and suggestions to successfully navigate the changes
with insurers and providers who may not yet be up to speed on
the changes.

New Directions in Surgical Gender Confirmation for
FTMs
Marci Bowers, MD
For FTM patients Dr. Bowers will discuss some of the current
dilemmas for FTM’s. She will provide information regarding
hysterectomy and metoidioplasty as well as ring metoidioplasty
(metoidioplasty with urethral lengthening). Dr. Bowers will answer specific questions after her presentation.

New Directions in Surgical Gender Confirmation for
MTFs
Marci Bowers, MD
This program is designed to help participants gain knowledge of
Dr. Bowers’ current MTF techniques, as well as her relocation to
Burlingame, CA. She will talk about her one-stage vaginoplasty
procedure. She will familiarize participants with her procedures
as well as show examples of recent outcomes. Participants will
also be informed of auxiliary MTF surgical offerings (such as
tracheal shave and labiaplasty). Dr. Bowers will answer specific
questions after her presentation.

Welcome Newcomer’s
to the
First Event
Newcomer’s Breakfast
Please join us each morning at 9 am in the
Edenvale Ballroom, where we will welcome you personally
and answer any questions. Refreshments will be served.

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS
Neurodiversity and Gender Identity
Jeff Brody, LMHC
This workshop will be a non-pathologizing conversation about
the increasing buzz in the trans, autism and professional communities about the co-occurrence of gender and autism spectrum
variations. Are there parallel clusters of mind/body/brain
traits,”atypical” neural structure and function, sensitivities and
sensory patterns, developmental and environmental events
among people on the spectra of gender-variance and autism? Or
is this perceived overlap an artifact of the modern world? How
do the sensory sensitivities of neurodiverse people affect body
dysphoria? Are they more or less rigid about gender and sexuality than neurotypicals? Do trans people without a comfortable
social persona appear to have “autistic social deficits?” Whatever
its origins and manifestations, being different can result in awkwardness, anxiety and trauma from trying to pass, stigma, and
disclosure. What is the correlation between neurodiversity, gender diversity, and contemporary geek culture, fan fiction, anime,
sci-fi, cosplay, creative, technical and engineering skills? What is
the upside of being quirky and eccentric and using the strengths
of being different? How is this all related to imagination, physio/
neuroplasticity and self-actualization?This is a chance to discuss
how we live with and think about these spheres of experience.

Transition in the Workplace: Successes and
Challenges – A Discussion
Rachel Burckardt
The presentation is meant to be a discussion of individual successes and challenges regarding transitioning in the workplace. It
is meant to be a discussion among equals. The presentation will
have two parts.
Part 1: I will start off by describing how I went through my transition at a workplace of over 200 and in a profession where I
needed to tell dozens of clients, colleagues (at other firms and
agencies) and government officials (including the likes of the
Mayor of Revere and Speaker DeLeo of the Mass. House of Representatives). I would conclude my initial narrative by presenting
what I think were the keys to successfully communicating with
colleagues prior to presenting at work as the “new me.”
Part 2: After that initial discussion, I would open it up to others
attending:
 for those who have transitioned: they can discuss elements
of their transition at work (be they successes or difficulties


for those who have not yet transitioned: they can raise questions and concerns



At this point, I hope it will become a dialogue among the
participants.
This is not intended to be a discussion of legal issues or HR issues per se, as I am not an expert on either. Rather, I believe we
can best learn from each others on the simple details of successful transition. In addition, I believe success in transition involves
reaching out and communicating with one’s co-workers and supervisors, and even helping.

Transgender Children in Public Schools
Reverend Sarah Carpenter and Katie Hill

This presentation is for parents and supporters of transgender
children in school, and for teachers and school administrators.
It will cover the struggle transgender children experience in
public schools and the struggle public schools experience accepting transgender students. Information on relevant laws and
requirements will be presented along with suggestions to help
schools accommodate transgender students.

Sunday Morning Worship Service
Reverend Sarah Carpenter
For the 14th year, Reverend Sarah Carpenter will present a non
-denominational worship service. The service is open to all and
communion will be served. All are welcome … come as you
are!

Medical Impact of Cross-Gender Hormone
Therapy
Stuart R. Chipkin, MD
A review of the medical treatment options for transgender patients including approaches, risks and benefits of different
medications.

Letters for My Sisters: Transitional Wisdom in
Retrospect
Trystan Cotten
This workshop is a space for sisters to celebrate the voices of
35 trans women writing about their experiences in the recently
released collection, Letters for My Sisters: Transitional Wisdom in Retrospect, edited by Andrea James and Deanne
Thornton from Transgress Press. We will be reading excerpts
from the book and discussing a number of important issues that
trans women face in their daily lives. This will include a conversation about the challenges and joys of women’s transitions,
and how the trans community can mobilize and work together
to support sisters.

Connecting with Other Parents of Transkids
Lori Davison
Come connect with other parents and guardians of transgender
kids for camaraderie, support, resources and laughter as we
share the challenges, surprises, and joys of supporting our
transgender or gender non-conforming kids (of any age). The
workshop will be interactive, with plenty of opportunities to
connect and exchange information with other parents as we
navigate the world of loving a transgender child.

An Alphabet Soup of LGBTQ-IDK Trans
identities: Eat it up with the Genderbread Person!
Lori Davison
Don’t know the difference between a cross-dresser and a drag
queen? Trying to explain to your parents that “trans” doesn’t
mean “gay”? Not sure why they say “gender identity and expression” – what’s the difference? Looking for an easier way to
educate your family, co-workers, or clients on intersex or gender queer people, or identities such as asexual or pansexual? In
this workshop we will employ the “Genderbread Person” – an
educational tool – to help people wrap their heads around sex

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS
vs. sexual orientation vs. gender identity vs. expression. Whether
you are a “newbie” wanting help in navigating through these
LGBTQ definitions, or you are an knowledgeable Gender Veteran who wants to be able to effectively explain certain aspects of
sexual orientation or gender identity, this interactive workshop
promises to help you eat up the alphabet soup of the LGBTQIDK
world! Workshop is sure to include laughs, interaction, and maybe even a gingerbread cookie!

Understanding and Accepting the Many Parts that
Contribute to How You Seek Sexual Expression
Peg Hurley Dawson, LMHC, CST and Adrian Dawson, MD
Sexual expression and satisfaction depend on both physical and
psychological factors. This highly interactive and experiential
workshop will help you understand some of the sexual and psychological factors that make up your own sexual drive. In a caring and accepting space you will have the opportunity to look at
those parts that have helped you express yourself sexually and
some of those parts that may have inhibited that expression. We
will then discuss ways to bring compassion and acceptance to all
these parts.

Laser Hair Removal vs. Electrolysis
Linda DeFruscio and Jessica Mink
This presentation will cover:
 An understanding that there are different laser hair removal
devices and equipment
 What methods of hair removal is the best for you
 Why it may be best to have both electrolysis and laser hair
removal
An open forum for Q&A

Transgender Athlete, Running Full Speed Ahead
Gia Drew
Through the lens and experience of a transgender athlete and
coach, this presentation will look at the inclusion and exclusion
of transgender and intersex athletes, and individuals with hyperandrogenism in sport. The presentation will also cover the practical details of participating in your local 5k, going to the gym, and
competing as transgender athlete in today’s ever-changing gender landscape

A Casserole is Not Enough: Building Teams of Care
in Non-Traditional Communities
Kelli Dunham
Trans and gender nonconforming communities tend to rely on
families of choice, rather than families of origin for social support. However, when a member is hit by serious or chronic illness, the care provided by non traditional support systems
doesn’t always easily mesh with current healthcare and social
welfare systems. This is particularly true if there is no one designated primary caregiver, and the person in need of care lives
alone. This presentation draws on Kelli’s more than ten years as
a community health nurse, her experiences during the early years
of the AIDS crisis as well as her lived experience as the primary
caregiver of two partners who died of cance

Laughter is a Revolutionary Gesture: Humor as
Self-Care
Kelli Dunham
As trans and gender variant people, we’ve been the brunt of the
joke way too long. We’ve been teased at school, at home and
mocked on TV and in all sorts of dominant culture. This workshop is about taking back laughter as a tool of personal empowerment and using it to combat stress, communicate better, turn
the rigid gender binary on its head, deal with street harassment
and build resilience. You don’t have to consider yourself “a
funny person” to participate in this workshop. It’s about discovering your own unique sense of humor. We’ll have fun and NO
ONE will make you wear a clown nose, promise.

Improv Meets Activism: The Nuts and Healthcare
Advocacy
Kelli Dunham
What do a successful world wrestling federation tag team match
and a successful interaction with the health care have in common? No, not a sleeper hold (at least not usually) but rather
team-work. In this workshop participants will share either examples they’ve had of interactions with the health care system
that had a less than ideal outcome and/or situations they can
anticipate being in. The gathered participants will then use
equal parts improv, brainstorming, and cheerleading to role
play positive and creative tactics to help health care consumers
take back power in the described situations.

Why Isn’t My Body Speaking To Me? Mending
Past/Present Relationships With Our Physical
Selves
Kelli Dunham
As trans and gender conforming people many of us have made
hard choices in order to survive. The results/proof of our hard
won survival may be in the form of cutting scars, HIV seroconversion, injuries long ignored and health problems long untreated. This workshop is for folks who 1. Are experiencing grief
and frustration from the past that is making a present day relationship with their bodies seem even more complicated, 2. Are
ready to spend some time exploring this challenge through writing and mutual support. In this workshop, participants will use
writing prompts and mutual sharing to explore ways to mend
their relationship with the past/present body in order to open the
door to more positive health choices in the future.

The State of Trans Rights in Massachusetts
(and Beyond)
Mason Dunn
Join MTPC for updates on the state of trans rights in Massachusetts, as well as the national landscape of trans advocacy. You
will hear about what has been achieved over the last year, and
what’s on the horizon

Our sincerest thanks to all of our Shining Stars
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SPECIAL MOVIE SCREENINGS , READINGS

MOVIE’S
BOY MEETS GIRL
BROTHERS WEB SERIES & TRANS MASCULINE VISIBILITY
IN MEDIA
SELF MADE MAN DOCUMENTARY & “Q&A”
TRANS AGING SCREENING & PANEL DISCUSSION

READINGS
IF WE SHADOWS
LETTERS FOR MY SISTERS TRANSITIONAL WISDOM IN
RETROSPECT
MANNING UP
NO! MAYBE? YES! LIVING MY TRUTH READING & BOOK
LAUNCH
TRANS* POETRY READ, SPOKEN & SLAM

Wednesday New Venue Concert & Gathering
Featuring
Lori Diamond & Fred Abetelli
To celebrate our new venue at the Westin WalthamBoston Hotel, there will be a House Warming Concert
in the four-story
atrium and main bar on Wednesday evening. Join us early in 2015 for a wonderful evening of music and conversation. This event is open to the public. On hand to
entertain us will be Lori Diamond and Fred
Abatelli. Bostonian Lori Diamond and New Yorker Fred
Abatelli, have been creating and performing music together in New England since
2007. Lori, an award winning songwriter, combines alluring, soulful vocals and seasoned piano playing that are a perfect match for Fred’s solid finger work and clever
phrasing on both bass and guitar. They explore Jazz, Acoustic, Folk, Pop, Gospel and
Blues influences and gently infuse them in a flavorful Adult Contemporary style
that’s all their own.

Partners in Process Program
Is your partner transgender? If your partner is a crossdresser, transexual , genderqueer, FtoM, MtoF or
anywhere on the gender spectrum, Partners in Process (PiP) is for you.

A couple of points about PiP. PiP isn’t about the process, it isn’t about Trans 101 – the conference offers
many seminars for the transgender individual.
PiP is about partners focusing on their own needs, wants and desires. As many have said, someone who is
transgender has to be selfish, to put themselves first to get through it. Unfortunately, this has a huge impact on relationships. PiP is a place for partners, male and female, to focus on themselves, how they feel
and what they want and need from the relationship. Most importantly, it's a safe place for partners,
whether partners of FtMs or MtoFs, crossdressers, transsexuals or genderqueer, to express their joys, pain,
suffering and hurt.
Often partners take care of everyone else, put their needs first, often to the neglect of themselves. PiP is
a place for partners to turn inward, take care of themselves, and in so doing, help their relationships.
But mostly, PiP is a daylong outpouring of joy and pain, tears and laughter. This isn’t a subject people feel
comfortable talking about with their family and friends, so most are in isolation about it. Sharing with others who understand, who can help you find the path to joy in your relationship again, is what it’s all about.

This year, PiP will offer support seminars with Donna DeLone, and Pat Buttner, IFS trained therapist.s There will be two support groups for Partners and a roundtable discussion for couples on Intimacy.
Therapist Maureen Osborne, will also be offering workshops geared to both Couples and Partners

TCNE’s Partners in Process Program is designed to help you get answers to your questions,
find resources to help, and build friendships to encourage you.
If you have questions about our PiP program, please email info@tcne.org and we’ll get you an answer!

FIRST EVENT 2015 ACTIVITIES
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 21 st
12 noon - 5:00 pm
Tiffany’s Closet: Reborn to be Reworn in the Concord Room
8:00 pm - 1:00 am
New Venue Concert & Gathering Featuring
Lori Diamond & Fred Abetelli

THURSDAY, JANUARY 22 nd
9:00 am
Newcomer’s Orientation
9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Tiffany’s Closet: Reborn to be Reworn in the Concord Room
10:00 am - 4:00 pm
Day of Wellness and Beauty
5:30 pm - 10:0 pm w/Buses until 1:30 am
Evening out on the Town
at Club Cafe
9:00 pm - 1:00 am
DJ Greg Fabulous Dancing In the Lounge

FRIDAY, JANUARY 23 rd
9:00 am
Newcomer’s Orientation
9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Tiffany’s Closet: Reborn to be Reworn in the Concord Room
11:30 am - 12:30 pm & 1pm - 2pm
Feminine Dining Comportment at Restaurant (Two Seatings)
5 pm
Shabbat Service
4:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Paint Your Lips Red Cocktail Party
sponsored by Dr. Jeffrey Spiegel
6:00 pm - 7 pm
Cocktail party Lower Foyer
7:00 pm - 8:30 pm
Buffet Dinner

FIRST EVENT 2015 ACTIVITIES
FRIDAY, JANUARY 23 rd Cont.
8:30 pm - 10:00 pm

Fabulous Friday Fashion Show
10:00 pm - 1 am
DJ Greg Fabulous Dancing In the Lounge

SATURDAY JANUARY 24 th
9:00 am
Newcomer’s Orientation
9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Tiffany’s Closet: Reborn to be Reworn in the Concord Room
11:30 am - 12:45pm
Transmasculine Lunch
1:00 pm - 2:15 pm
Trans Youth & Family Lunch
3 pm - 4 pm
PIP Tea
6:00pm - 7:00pm
Cocktail Hour Lower Foyer
7:00 pm - 10:00 pm
Frances J. Cardullo Annual Banquet
Featuring
Waynes Maines Keynote Speaker
Jazz Cabaret
Featuring
Dale LePage and the Manhattans
10:00pm - 1:00 am
DJ Greg Fabulous Dancing In the Lounge

SUNDAY JANUARY 25 th
Farwell Sunday Brunch
Sunday Morning Worship Service

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS
Trans Advocacy in Rural Communities
Mason Dunn
Trans and gender non-conforming communities in rural areas
face unique challenges that are not always addressed by city or
state-focused groups. This workshop will raise policy matters
that should be considered when advocating for trans identities in
rural communities, as well as facilitate a conversation amongst
those who are doing this work, or interested in this growing topic.

care doctors, endocrinolgists and surgeons, as well as other providers. We also, for those transitioning, will discuss your legal
and workplace needs to workplace transition.

Your Transgender Team: Lifelong issues from
Childhood, Adolescence to Adulthood

Diane Ellaborn, Dr. Stuart Chipkin, Dr. Tom Barber, Dr.
Melissa Johnson, Dr. Toby Meltzer, Dr. Norman Spack’s
GeMS Clinic representative
Everyone who is transgender can assemble a support team of not
Trans Advocacy Workshop
only supportive and affirming providers but also knowledgeable
Mason Dunn
and highly experienced providers. Gender Specialist Diane ElThis will be an opportunity to work with MTPC in their advoca- laborn, LICSW, has once again assembled a team of well recy for the upcoming trans-rights bill in Massachusetts. Particispected professionals from mental health, primary care, endocripants will hear about the history of trans rights in Massachusetts, nology and surgery fields as well as other helping professionals.
learn the state of the current bill, find ways to tell their story for This transgender team will address life-long issues whether you
advocacy purposes, and practice lobbying techniques
are a transgender child, adolescent, young adult or adult and will
Medical, Therapeutic, Legal and Workplace Needs answer all your questions about your care.

for Transgender Individuals
Diane Ellaborn
This participatory workshop will explore the range of needs and
services available to transgender individuals. We will explore
how to select not only supportive and affirming provider but also, knowledgeable and experienced gender therapists, primary

Transgender Children, Youth, Young Adults &
Families, Part 1
Diane Ellaborn, Joanna Frost and Dianne Ouellette
A panel of transgender children, youth, young adults and their
parents will share their personal stories, challenges and successes. Gender Specialist, Diane Ellaborn, LICSW and her col-

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS
leagues will present an overview of evaluation, treatment and
psychoeducation of transgender children, youth, young adults
and their families, schools and communities. Presenters will talk
about a range of options to live with their gender issue including
hormone blockers, social transition, medical and surgical interventions. The MA public school guidelines for creating a safe
and supportive school environment for transgender students will
be presented and new MA insurance commission policy about
health insurance coverage will be discussed.

Screening of the Documentary A Self Made Man
followed by a Q&A.

Tony Ferraiolo
A Self-Made Man is a feature length documentary that takes a
candid look at what it means to be transgender, told through an
intimate portrait of trans youth advocate Tony Ferraiolo. Gender identity first appears in childhood and some kids feel that
they were born in the wrong body. It is a scary time for both
them and their parents as they make the transition journey from
Transgender Children, Youth, Young Adults & Fam- one gender to the other. This is a film about someone who
helps them get there safely. As Tony comes to terms with all
ilies, Part 2
the complexities of his own life as a female-to-male
Diane Ellaborn, Joanna Frost and Dianne Ouellette
transgender person, the kids in the youth group and their parTransgender children, youth, young adults, and their parents will ents grapple with the reality of their uncertain future. A Selfseparate into four separate support groups to explore their unique Made Man examines the complicated dynamics of transitionneeds, issues, challenges and successes. These groups will be
ing from multiple perspectives.
facilitated by gender specialists.

Coming Out to Children, Spouses and Family as
Transgender

Being Young and Trans

Logan Ferraro
We invite all trans* identified youth 25 and under to join us for
an open and honest discussion about what life is really like
Diane Ellaborn, Joanna Frost and Dianne Ouellette
What happens the “next day” after coming out to your loved ones growing up trans in the North East. Transitioning as a young
as transgender? This participatory workshop will explore how to person can be difficult and often isolating, this is a safe space
do planful successful telling, how to process initial and long-term to talk about anything you feel like bringing to the table. We
can talk about transition, love, school, work, or any other topic
reactions. Gender Specialist Diane Ellaborn, LICSW and her
you feel is important. So bring your voice and bring your expecolleagues will present the developmental guidelines about how
riences for a chance to engage with other young trans people.
to tell the children of different ages in your life. Transgender
individuals will present their successes and challenges. We will
also discuss the new show “Transparent.”
Friends of Bill W.

Finding Our Way by the Light of the Moon: Living
in Two (or More) Genders
A. Evan Eyler, MD, MPH
This workshop is intended for trans* or differently gendered people, who are not out, or not fully out, about the full experience of
gender. Life is complex. Many people who have been aware of
the gender difference for years do not choose to publicly transition gender or to live in the other (or most authentic) gender except in safe environments or in private. This discussion group
offers a chance to share the experience of living publicly in one
gender and privately in another, or others. It is open to anyone
who is differently gendered and is not out about this.
Out Late: Transitioning or Coming Out About Gender After
Age 40
A. Evan Eyler, MD, MPH and Konnor T. Crewe
This workshop is intended for trans or differently gendered people, who have transitioned gender or come out about the true
gender experience, after age 40 – or who are considering doing
so. The trans* communities have evolved substantially over the
last 20 years, and so has society at large. Many middle and older
adults who did not have the opportunity to transition or come out
earlier, or who held back for other reasons, are now doing so.
This discussion group offers a chance to share the joys and challenges of being “out late” in terms of gender. It is open to anyone
ages 40-100+ who has had the experience of going public about
trans*gender, or gender difference, in middle or older adulthood.

(Open Meeting of Alcoholics Anonymous)
If you think you are having a problem with alcohol, have questions about alcoholism or currently consider yourself a member
of Alcoholics Anonymous, please feel free to join us in an
open meeting. This will be a 45 minute Speaker/Discussion
format with the speaker sharing for 10-15 minutes and then
open for all.

Middle Path: Negotiating the external and internal
forces that influences a person’s place on the Gender Spectrum
Joanna Frost and Dianne Ouellette
This workshop will investigate how individuals navigate the
binary, and /or outside the binary. Specifically, it will invite
participants to share their personal perspectives on how they
found their place on the gender spectrum. Strategies and methods used to achieve emotional tranquility and gender happiness
will be discussed. Further, the concept of balance and harmony
as it relates to your place on the gender spectrum will be explored.

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS
Making Sense of Gender Identity Through Eastern
Wisdom
Joanna Frost
This group will look at the transgender experience through the
lens of Buddhist thought. Specifically, it will attempt to interpret
gender identity through the Four Noble Truths, the Eightfold
Path, Karma, Rebirth and Enlightenment. Basic Buddhist concepts will be covered as well as how the theory can be applied to
the trans experience and utilized to help alleviate the impact of
societal prejudice.

Trauma and You: The Correlation of Gender
Identity and Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
Joanna Frost
This workshop will explore the symptoms and causes of Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) as it applies to our population.
Participants will be able to share their experiences in the safety
of this session. Varies PTSD interventions like Eye Movement
Desensitization and Reprocessing will be discussed as they relate
to the therapeutic treatment of the psychological trauma.

Happier: The Science of Happiness
Pam Garramone, M.ED
What influences happiness? What would your life look like if
you were even just 5% happier? Learn simple steps to a happier
you! Positive Psychology has found that long-term change is
possible, with some effort, and is best done step by step, until it
becomes a habit of mind. What we focus on – turns out to be the
key to positive change. Are you ready to declare your intention to
make real and lasting change and get happier?

Medical and Insurance Information Panel
GBPFLAG
An insurance session geared to youth and young adults, supported by Greater Boston PFLAG

Young Adults Sharing Our Stories
GBPFLAG
A panel discussion to share youth stories and experiences, supported by Greater Boston PFLAG

Gynecology for the FTM Patient
Dr. Yvonne Gomez-Carrion MD and Marybeth Meservey,
RNP, MS
This workshop will discuss preventative care for the FTM patient. It will also cover operative options.

Masculinity and the Trans Masculine Person
Ruben Hopwood, PhD and AndreAs Neumann Mascis, PhD
This is a facilitated discussion on masculinity as it is envisioned,
experienced, and reformulated by transmasculine people. Copresenters will begin the conversation with a few comments on
masculinity meant to be a starting point to generate a positive
conversation about a variety masculine identities and expressions. Participants are invited to take part in the discussion from
their own personal experiences, sharing what feels comfortable
in a public setting about their own understanding and changes in

their own views and expressions of masculinity in their own
cultural settings. Efforts will be made to give time for all who
wish to speak about their experiences with masculinity. The
facilitators will work together with the participants to keep the
conversation moving and safe for all involved.

Spark Your Inner Light
Christabeth Ingold
Through inspirational speaking, journaling, meditation, art
making, authentic movement, and a couple of sweet surprises,
you will experience freedom within yourself and taste living in
alignment with what you want in life. If you are reading this
and your heart is saying yes, you’re feeling intrigued, or even
resistant, this is perfect for you! Come find out what your inner light looks like.

The Intersection of Trans and Fat Body Politics
In this workshop we will explore the similarities and differences between fat and trans identities. From trying to find
clothes that fit, to having to explain yourself to your physician,
to being fetishized on and off the Internet, trans and fat folks
have a lot in common. We walk the line between body acceptance and dysphoria.While fat and trans communities can
serve as spaces of solace, these communities are not perfect.
Within them there exists conflict around body autonomy and
personal choices, whether it be a decision to not medically
transition or deciding to have weight loss surgery. Additionally, we will discuss the ways fat bodies are maligned and/or
ignored within the general queer culture.

Why Fit In When You Were Born to Stand Out
Jessica
How and whiy do we fit into society or should we even try to
fit in? As crossdressers, what is our place in the larger scheme
of things, such as life and love?

Chest Wall Reconstruction / Breast Surgery
Dr. Melissa Johnson
This presentation is designed to educate prospective patients
on options for breast surgery. FTM focus is on mastectomy
procedures for chest wall reconstruction. MTF focus is on
breast augmentation.

Doing Up My Face
Kailin
Have you ever found yourself fascinated by another person’s
intimate expression? What was it that made you feel so good
inside? Did you then try to imitate those feelings within your
own life? Let’s explore hyper expression and personal “dress
code” as both voyeuristic and as exhibitionistic. Is dressing up
for your pleasure or for the pleasure of those who see you? Is
setting the stage more for the pleasure of those directly involved or for the viewers as well?

Thursday Day Of Beauty & Wellness
A Sampling of the Pampering
First Event 2015 again features our Day of Wellness & Beauty on Thursday from 10:00 am
to 4:00 pm, where you can pamper yourself, seek advice and prepare your look for the days
ahead. The Day of Wellness & Beauty is included with the full conference package or is just
$30 for the day.
All services are included. Each will be a “mini” service: mini makeover, polish change, hair
advice, ten minute massage, etc.

Fabulous Friday Fashion Show
The First Event Fashion Show continues to be a social highlight of the conference. It’s the place to see and be seen! Show up in your best outfit for a
lively night of dining, drinking, and of course, model-gazing! Friday night
starts off with a cocktail hour at 6:00 in the Lower Foyer, followed by a buffet
dinner at 7:00 in the ballroom. The fun really begins with the fashion show
right after dinner.
Dozens of beautiful and handsome models will strut their stuff on our extralong runway. They’ll show off fashions from popular local vendors and from
their own private wardrobes. If previous years are any indication, some of
them may be showing off a bit more than just their clothes! Get there early to
grab one of the prime tables along the runway, and be sure to bring a camera.

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS
I Just Need To Pee
Kailin
Have you ever wondered how to explain “the middle”? Do you
ever think there aren’t enough boxes? Are you ever uncertain
which gendered box to pick, bathroom to use or clothing to
wear? In this interactive workshop we will explore gender as a
continuum rather than a spectrum. Participants will leave this
workshop with an understanding on how to talk about gender non
-conformity with binary identified people and advocate for a less
binary system. I Just Need to Pee is a phrase that everyone thinks
at some point, so whether you are a beginner or are more advanced, this workshop is for you. Come explore gender and expression as a journey rather than a destination. (This workshop
is divided into separate sections for parents and youths.)

Did You Just Say Penis
Kailin
How do you explain your body when it comes to sex? How do
you negotiate physical and bodily barriers? This workshop explores the opportunities for safe sexual health; including how to
talk with medical providers, where to get tested and a hands on
component with sexual barriers. Did You Just Say Penis integrates gender non-conformity as a constantly evolving identity,
while providing GPS-like navigation to work through gendered
systems that impact all aspects of sex. This workshop will leave
participants comfortable in their enjoyment of sex as an activity
for the body and the mind.

Intersex Issues in Social Health and Politics
Raven Kaldera
How does the conundrum of intersexual identity fit in with the
various facets of gender politics and activism? How does it figure
as a social health issue, or as an issue of feminist and progressive
politics? More to the point, what can we actually do about the
problems of intersex people, without seeing them as theoretical
justifications, colonizable poster children, or circus freaks? This
class will discuss practical possibilities for all of us.

Power, Surrender, and Safety: Negotiating Unequal
Relationships When You’re Trans
Raven Kaldera
Power dynamic relationships – where one person has authority
over the other, such as Leader/supportive, Dominant/submissive,
or Master/slave – are sought out by transgender individuals as
often as anyone else, for reasons both good and bad. However,
we transfolk have special challenges when it comes to finding,
negotiating, and maintaining our health and safety in these relationships. This class will discuss the joys, problems, and dangers
of transgender power dynamics. Taught by the 2014 North East
Master/slave title holders, a trans/trans couple, we’ll learn how to
get what we need out of power exchange while staying safe and
not settling for a less than optimal situation.

Gentlemen’s Attire 101: How to Tie a Tie and Other
Necessary Skills
Bobbie Kay
Did you know that there are more than thirty ways to tie a tie? In

this workshop, the three most popular tie knots will be covered,
as well as other gentlemanly skills.If a lady is someone who is
never rude by accident, a gentleman is someone who never
breaks a rule by accident – especially a rule of dress. So, learn
the rules for the gentleman’s dress code so you can break them
at your own discretion.Other Indispensable Information for the
Discerning Gentleman:
Sizes for everything from shoes and socks to top hats and
trench coats (what does 16 ½ – 33 mean?)
Choosing colors and patterns (or are those tartan pants for
you?)
Silhouette and style (Brooks Brothers vs. Burberry vs. Armani
What is an Ascott and other questions you may have…

An Introduction to Self-Defense and Risk
Reduction
Julie Kaufman
If you are concerned about being a victim of violence, come
learn about methods of risk awareness/avoidance/recognition/
reduction. We will discuss ways to be safer at home, in your
car, or out on the town to help reduce your chances of becoming a victim. After our discussion, we will learn and practice a
few physical defensive moves that can be used to fend off an
attacker. These exercises are based on the R.A.D. (Rape Aggression Defense) System, whose objective is to develop and
enhance the options of self-defense so they may become viable
considerations.

Reading from Manning Up
Mitch Kellawayand Trystan Cotton
Join Mitch Kellaway as he reads excerpts from his co-edited
anthology Manning Up: Transsexual Men on Finding Brotherhood, Family, and Themselves (Transgress Press, 2014). In this
book, 27 men who transitioned from female-to-male discuss
their roles as male community members: fathers, sons, brothers,
husbands, boyfriends, friends, and mentors. Contributors offer
an incredible range of cultural, class, ethnic, spiritual, and generational backgrounds. Their work addresses topics including
birthing and raising children, gay male sexuality, facing racism,
and finding solace in deeply held religious beliefs. Contributors
include established writers such as Max Wolf Valerio (The
Testosterone Files), Jamison Green (Becoming a Visible Man),
Aaron Devor (FTM: Female-to-Male Transsexuals in Society)
and Ryan Sallans (Second Son), as well as exciting new authors.

Cross Dressing and Effects on Family and
Relationships
Kelly and Julie with Kerri and Adrienne
An open discussion on cross dressing and daily life. How to tell
a partner. What they may feel. Do you tell your kids? At what
age? Kelly has done nails at First Event numerous times and
almost everyone asks her these things. This is a chance for anyone to ask questions to two open couples about finding out
about these issues and making a relationship work while still
having time for cross dressing. It is also about effects on friendships and new relationships.

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS
Metamucil & Hormones: Gender Transition and
Facial Rejuvenation at an Advanced Age
Dr. Anne Koch
This presentation will chronicle “Annie’s” transition at age 63.
Special emphasis will be placed on how non surgical techniques
(such as the use of Juvederm and Botox) when combined with
more traditional FFS surgical procedures, can lead to facial rejuvenation and increased vitality.

Professional Issues in Transition: Lessons from Our
Experiences
Mira Krishnan and Carol Levey
This workshop will provide an overview of our recent experiences, including successes and challenges, with navigating transition
in multiple roles as professionals. It will leverage our experiences
as leaders in the behavioral health (Mira) and chemical/materials
(Carol) industries. We will review topics including engaging
senior leadership support and creating and implementing a transition plan. We will discuss managing the coming out and transition process with our multiple professional roles, including customer facing roles, provider and technical expert roles, roles as a
managers / supervisors / leaders, professional collegial roles such
as board and committee memberships, traditional and social media relationships, marketing / public relations roles, and relationships with community stakeholders such as donors, funders, and
regulatory agencies. We will also discuss nuances as a professional with respect to visibility in the community and choices to
engage openly in advocacy. Although we come with two very
specific experiences in specific industries, we will engage the
participants in this workshop in an attempt to synthesize and extend our successes and lessons learned to other professional
roles.

Stuck in the Middle with Me: Life as a Bi-Gender
Person
Leann Lapine
Being trans presents a number of unique challenges for which we
do not receive training in the gender binary world. In the spirit of
the 2015 FE theme of “Ride the Wave”, this workshop will discuss aspects of our unique growing up processes (trans- or bigender). “Riding the Wave” may mean that many of us will take
the opportunity to live our lives more openly. To do so, we not
only grow in our understanding of ourselves and the needs to
express our true selves, we need to attack the challenges ranging
from learning to sit as a woman/man to navigating through the
TSA. Using her experience as a male born bi-gender person, the
leader will cover key topics including how to “learn to be” the
non-birth gender through observation and practice, moving about
in the world in “planes, trains and automobiles”, coming to terms
with oneself and deciding on your style. Participant initiated topics will also be considered. In order to “Ride the Wave” that may
be coming quickly, we need to help one another achieve our
goals through a sharing Sisterhood/Brotherhood. It is the desire
of the leader is to provide a forum for doing so.

Avoiding a Transition to Financial Ruin
Robert Lapointe, Esq.
For the TS, changing their gender can be the most expensive
process in their life. We will look at some of the costs involved
and how you might plan your transition and keep your financial
dignity. Advice can be given on the bankruptcy process and
how to avoid it.

Transgendered Divorce / Family Law
Robert Lapointe, Esq.
One half of marriages end in divorce. Having a transgendered
partner can add to the stress of a marriage and can increase the
chances of a divorce. What should you know in advance? How
can you protect yourself and still be fair to your partner? Is your
marriage still valid after a transition? How will the gender issues affect the results of the divorce terms? What should I do
before I get married? What can you expect during a divorce?
Even if you don’t think you will get divorced, this seminar may
be useful to you and your partner.

Driving as Yourself / Driving While Dressed
Robert Lapointe, Esq.
Whether it will be the first time driving as you preferred gender
or you have years of experience, you can benefit from this seminar. We will help you deal with the anxiety of your first time
dressed as you new gender behind the wheel, what you need to
be prepared, and how to handle various situations like accidents, dealing with other people, being pulled over by the police and your rights should you be ticketed or arrested for driving under the influence

MTF Top and Bottom Surgery: Obtaining
Aesthetically Natural and Functional Results in a
One-Stage Procedure
Dr. Sherman Leis
Options for breast augmentation will be discussed and demonstrated including choice of incisions, shape and size of implant,
saline versus silicone, placement of implants above or below
the muscle, etc. Dr. Leis will also discuss his technique of onestage vaginoplasty utilizing the penile inversion technique, neoclitoris construction, and scrotal skin graft to increase vaginal
depth. Recent cases will be demonstrated to show the natural
results obtained with these techniques.

Facial Feminizatio: How We Evaluate Your Facial
Features and Customize Your Treatment For
Optimal Results
Dr. Sherman Leis
Dr. Leis will demonstrate and explain classic prototypes of
masculine and feminine facial features. He will discuss a variety of options for feminizing facial features and demonstrate that
in the majority of cases, excellent results can be obtained without extensive and expensive cranio-facial surgery. Cases are
shown demonstrating excellent and natural results from selective and customized facial feminization procedures.

Thursday Evening of Elegance - A Night on the Town
At

Come join us for An Evening Out on the Town! Starting at 5:00 pm,
the buses will arrive at the Westin hotel and your night begins as we
bring you right into the center of Boston, to Club Cafe. As you arrive,
there will be hors d’oeuvre served, so mingle, have a libation, and find
friends. At 6:30 pm a fabulous buffet dinner will be served, exclusively for our guests, as we have the run of the cafe (which is closed
to the public until 8:00 pm). After dinner, we move to the back room
for our Second Annual Community Service Awards (see below), followed by the fabulous Peter Mac as he brings us Judy Garland (click your heels three times). When the show is over, we will move back into the front room while the back
room is transformed into the Club Cafe’s mirror hall dance club. There is also more entertainment in the Club’s Napoleon room up front. You will be in downtown Boston where there are many other clubs & venues - go have a ball.
Club Cafe is open late, and we will be providing buses to bring you home until 1:30 am, so you can truly have and
make you very own Special Night on the Town

Our annual Community Service Awards will be presented to
Jennifer Levi Director GLAD Transgender Rights Project
Nationally recognized expert on transgender legal issues. She co-edited Transgender Family Law: A Guide to Effective Advocacy, the first book to address legal issues facing transgender people in the family law context and provide
practitioners the tools to effectively represent transgender clients. Jennifer has served as counsel in a number of precedent-setting cases establishing basic rights for transgender people, including: O'Donnabhain v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue which established that medical care relating to gender transition qualifies as a medical deduction for
federal income tax purposes; Doe v. Yunits, in which she represented a transgender student denied the right to attend
school because of the clothing she wore; and Adams v. Bureau of Prisons, which successfully challenged a federal
prison policy excluding medical care for transgender inmates who came into the system without a transition-related
medical plan, among many others. She also has worked on a number of high profile family law cases including the
Miller-Jenkins case establishing full parental rights for a Vermont civil union spouse and cases in Connecticut and
Massachusetts that established the right of same-sex couples to marry

John Warrener Glamour Boutique
Has supported the transgender community for 20 years. Opened one of the first transgender oriented web sites in 1996.
It soon grew to include a brick and mortar store in Auburn, Massachusetts and eventually expanded to include a Glamour Boutique in Las Vegas and Studio City, CA. For decades, Glamour Boutique has been the go-to resource for
transgender women requiring cross dressing advice, clothing and services, and especially those new to the community.
In 2007 he sold the GlamourBoutique.com web site and after a five year non-compete, opened a second online vendor
in 2012, TGFashions.com. From shoes to wigs, John has supplied generations of transwomen both locally and nationally, and has been responsible for developing many unique new product lines. His retail store is still located at Auburn,
MA. For more history see TGFashions.com/about-us

Saturday Night
FE Jazz Club Featruing
Dale LePage and the
Manhattans
Dale LePage, “Back by Popular Demand”

has

performed in Night clubs and Cabarets from Maine to
Florida.



3 Time, winner - Entertainer of the year! For Massachusetts,
 Best Vocalist Of The year! New England Music
Awards nominee
Boston Entertainer of the year (Esplanade Magazine) nominee



3 Time Male vocalist of the year (Pulse Music Awards) nominee



Television host for WooTube entertainment TV On Charter. In over 200 thousand
homes



Influenced by greats like Frank Sinatra and Tony Bennett, LePage puts his own twist
on songs from the American Songbook diverse as Ryan Adams to Elton John



WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS
FTM Top and Bottom Surgery: Obtaining Aesthetically Natural and Functional Results in a One-Stage
Procedure – Keeping it Simple and Safe
Dr. Sherman Leis
Options for FTM Top Surgery will be presented and a variety of
cases will demonstrate excellent results in masculinization of the
chest. Options for Phalloplasty will also be discussed. Dr. Leis
will utilize multiple case presentations to demonstrate superior
aesthetic results obtainable utilizing abdominal or groin flaps for
Phalloplasty, labial deconstruction for Scrotoplasty and the options of testicular and penile implants. This surgery is done in
one stage and results in a sensate penis via clitoral transposition,
no grossly deformed donor site and the ability to have sexual
intercourse with erotic sensation.

Hair Restoration, The Final Touch of Transition
Robert T. Leonard, Jr., DO, FISHRS, FAACS
There are very many stages necessary to undertake in the long
process of gender re-assignment from psychological work to
medication usage to surgical intervention. In the many years during which I have been helping the Trans community, I have been
impressed by the lengths individuals go in order “to feel like they
should feel” in their own skin.Both medical and, in particular,
surgical hair restoration are often the last procedures one takes in
the transition journey. I shall discuss why I believe that this important cosmetic modification should be considered earlier versus later in the process.I’ll also educate the audience about the
medical and laser therapies used to slow down progression of
male and female pattern hair loss. Finally, I’ll talk about the various methods of hair transplantation procedures to restore one’s
own naturally growing hair to areas that are thin or bald.

Advocating for Your Healthcare Needs
Jennifer Levi
Recent changes in state and federal law have removed some of
the barriers to insurance coverage of transition-related surgery
and healthcare. This workshop will be a community conversation
about healthcare access, and will cover topics such as finding
providers that will work with the community and accept insurance; and joining forces with other marginalized groups to fix a
broken healthcare system. We hope you will join us in forging
community through health care advocacy.

Deconstructing Masculinity: Male Privilege

Damian Lima and Justice Roe Williams
BodyImage4Justice invites you to join us for a participatory
workshop on masculinity, male privilege, identity, and race. We
will explore what masculinity represents, how it impacts different communities, how we relate to and define masculinity for
ourselves while taking into account our experience of gender in a
society that oppresses women, femininity, immigrants, and people of color.

Wellesley and Trans Inclusion
Damian Lima
This panel is composed of gender non conforming people who
have attended Wellesley College. They will discuss their experiences as students, as well as navigating the working world
with a college degree from a women’s college

With Love, To Me
Damian Lima
Traditional sexual health education for youth tends to be highly
gendered and often ignores the complex emotions around sexuality. This workshop will approach sexual health from a model
in which the relationship to self, to one’s body, to others, and
their bodies are at the center of wellbeing. (This workshop is
open to trans* youth only, ages 13-25, but young people
under 13 can attend with written permission from a guardian.)

Trans Aging: Film Screening and Panel Discussion
Bob Linscott, MTS
The film, Growing Old Gracefully: The Transgender Experience (Gender Reel Productions), will serve as the framework to
launch a discussion on the joys and challenges of aging within
the Trans Community. After the film, several members of the
trans aging community will share their personal stories prior to
a group discussion with all participants.

Leading Your Greeting
Drew Lodi
We will explore the way we greet other people. What is different now that I look my gender? Have greetings changed? What
differs between greeting men and woman for us? How many
groups and greeting could we each have? How to get the most
out of the awkward moments by finding your comfort zone and
leading the way.

Transitioning on the Job in Academia
Diana Lombardi, MSW and Joanna Frost
The group will focus on past, current or future transitions. The
session will encourage participants to share their own experiences. Strategies on how to facilitate a successful transition will
be discussed.

BROTHERS Web Series & Trans Masculine
Visibility in Media
Emmett Jack Lundberg, Sheyam Ghieth, Will Krisandra,
Jamie Casbon, and Hudson Krakowski
Please join us for a complete screening of brothersseries.com,
the first narrative series to explore the lives of trans men, followed by an audience Q&A, plus discussion of trans masculine
visibility (or lack thereof) across several media platforms (Film/
TV/Web).

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS
Father’s Support Group
Dr. Wayne M. Maines and Petri Flint
Dads of trans youth are welcome to join and share common experiences and concerns in a safe and welcoming space. Wayne
and Petri will share their journeys, so dad’s can receive information that addresses the needs of children. Facilitators will
touch on some of the unique challenges; family dynamics, exploring our own journeys as we help our trans children grow,
getting the best resources, common school concerns and other
issues that come up from the group. Open to all kinds of families.
Facilitated by the Wayne Maines and Petri Flint, just two dads
willing to share their stories, to listen and describe their successes and stumbles while raising their transgender children .

Facial Feminization Surgery in Florida: A Model
for Growth
Vartan Mardirossian, M.D. & Sabrine Johnston
Evaluation of the patient considering FFS, including treatments,
recovery time, and impact on the trans community in southeast
Florida. He will present before and after photos of patients.

The Power of Voice
Linda Marks, MSM
The roots of voice originate in the spirit and soul. Having a voice
allows us both to express and share our internal experience and
to say things others need to hear us say. It hurts our hearts when
parts of our voice are silenced or disallowed, by us internally or
by others around us. Our voice also allows us to communicate a
sense of authentic identity. So, as we become more comfortable
in who we are, it is important to learn how to “have authentic
voice,” so that we can show up as ourselves in our lives and in
the world. We all have a unique voice and it is important to be
comfortable speaking and being heard.This workshop will include heart meditations and other experiential exercises to help
us explore our authentic voice, and become more comfortable
and familiar with voice as a channel to express our life energy
and to use our hear’s power in ways that are meaningful to self
and others. The workshop will include singing as a way to enjoy
using our voices for fun and self-expression, and to connect with
others without being limited to the spoken word.

Parent Support Group: Ages 2-10
Susan Maasch, Rebecca Oglesby and Dr. Michelle Forcier
This group is for parents of transgender and gender non conforming children and youth ages 2-10. Join us to get support, give
support, discuss your concerns, get suggestions and handouts.
You will also get to learn about the advocacy work and summer
and fall camps at Trans Youth Equality Foundation and what we
can all learn from our extensive experience with transgender
children.

Parent Support Group: Ages 11-18
Susan Maasch, Rebecca Oglesby and Dr. Michelle Forcier
This group is for parents of transgender and gender non conforming children and youth ages 11-18. Join us to get support, give
support, discuss your concerns, get suggestions and handouts.
You will also get to learn about the advocacy work and summer

and fall camps at Trans Youth Equality Foundation and what we
can all learn from our extensive experience with transgender children.

Trans Youth Support Group: Ages 13-17
Susan Maasch, Rebecca Oglesby and Dr. Michelle Forcier
This group is a safe support group where we discuss the issues
that concern you the most. We will listen, express, make suggestions and learn from each other in this warm and welcoming support group. We will also take time to break up into groups to discuss our body and presenting issues. What group would you feel
most comfortable in ? We discuss binding, we share TYEF binders from our used binders program, how to tape safely, gaffs,
how to make a gaff! and many shared experiences. There is nothing we don’t discuss in this fun confidential and supportive
space. Well almost nothing! Come and learn and share your experiences which can help others as well.

The Fast Track – A Story of Transition from
Mortality to Self-Validation in Three Years
Alasandra McClellan
Once a Father of four, married with a home, employment, and
dogs; how close I came to mortality because of something that
was much larger than myself. Since the age of six the signs were
there, growing up and enlisting in the USN, love and marriage
could not fill what was missing in life. Finally in 2011 after two
failed marriages I discovered the word and definition of
transgender. This began my return to the world no longer wanting to end it all. This workshop will present the story and timeline of identifying my Dysphoria, seeking gender therapy, commencing HRT, discovering makeup, learning to buy clothes that
fit, and discovery of my true self. It describes working for a major high-tech employer with over 18,000 employees for over 17
years and going full time, working for two years with corporate
HR to have inclusive coverage that started in January of 2014.
I will discuss how to talk to co-workers that you work with, and
explaining to them about Gender Dysphoria. Composing a gofull time plan with HR, filing for a legal name change, the plan
worked without issues. When you change you name, what else
needs to be changed? How to disclose to family and friends,
making new friends, and being comfortable in public. Also discussed will be planning for, and filing insurance pre-certification
for surgeries, and preparing for the trips. There will be a question
and answer period at the end.

Male to Female Genital Reconstructive Surgery, Facial Feminization, Breast Augmentation, Body
Contouring
Toby R. Meltzer MD, PC and Burt Webb MD
PowerPoint Presentation discussing current surgical techniques;
discussion of procedures, risks and complications; before and
after photos; question and answer time. He is available for brief
individual one on one visits

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS
Female to Male Genital Reconstructive Surgery,
Chest Surgery, Revision/Repair Surgery, Body
Contouring
Toby R. Meltzer MD, PC
PowerPoint Presentation discussing current surgical techniques;
discussion of procedures, risks and complications; before and
after photos; question and answer time. He is available for brief
individual one on one visits.

How To Get Read in 10 Seconds Flat: A Genetic
Woman’s Perspectives on Enhancing the MTF
Image
Michelle The Tall
You think it’s only clothes? Hair? Makeup? Voice? Yes, these
are important factors to manage in developing your feminine
image. But an intense survey reveals the Top 10 ways that you
can goof regardless of how well you think you look. This seminar is aimed at the novice crossdresser or anyone who needs a
little bit of confidence. The objective is to teach how to step up in
fashion and deportment.

A Funny Thing Happened on My Way to the Other
Gender
Jessica Mink
Most of us have had funny or embarrassing events in our transition. We’ll talk about individual events which stand out: good,
bad, funny, sad. Sharing those stories can make them seem humorous in retrospect, or at least more interesting and less painful
than they seemed at the time. Hearing about situations others
have encountered can help all of us deal with them.

Issues with Trans Couples: Terms of Endearment
Maureen Osborne, PhD
A committed relationship in which at least one member identifies
as transgender presents a unique context. Depending on whether
the situation is one of early or later discovery/disclosure, parttime vs. full-time, public vs. private expression, straight or queeridentified, there are often challenging issues that arise. Among
these are damage to mutual trust, perceived loss of intimacy,
unrealized hopes and expectations, the need for secrecy, competition for attention, impact on family, finances, and more. This
workshop will identify potential issues and suggest communication and negotiation strategies for couples with a gender variant
partner.

Guilt, Shame, and Fear: Confronting the Emotional
Legacy of Transphobia
Maureen Osborne, PhD
In this workshop, we will examine the emotional triad of guilt,
fear and shame that many transgender folks experience as a result
of living in a transphobic society. We will talk about ways to
manage these negative emotions without abandoning consideration for loved ones as they adjust to the reality of your
transgender journey. All are welcome to join in this interactive
conversation.

Facial Feminization Surgery
Douglas Ousterhout MD and Jordan Deschamps-Braly,
MD
Dr. O will present his bases for completing the various procedures he feels are necessary for appropriate facial feminization
surgery, obtaining the best aesthetic and functional results possible. This is based on his long experience operating on more
than 1300 MTF patients over 30 years. He will show the results of many long term cases.

Family-Building Options for Transgender People
using Assisted Reproductive Technologies
Samuel C. Pang, M
Historically, transgender people have been able to have children through heterosexual relationships prior to their coming
out and transitioning. More recently, transgender people are
coming out and transitioning sooner in their lives, such that
they may not have the opportunity to have children through a
traditional heterosexual relationship. Procreation may not be a
topic that is foremost in the minds of transgender individuals
who are in the process of coming out and transitioning. Unfortunately, procreation may not be an option after a transgender
individual has completely transitioned unless they take steps to
preserve their procreative potential prior to transitioning. With
the availability of assisted reproductive technologies (ART),
transgender individuals have the opportunity to have genetic
offspring if they choose to do so. Transgender individuals who
would like to have the opportunity to have genetic offspring
need to plan ahead. Prior to gender reassignment hormonal
treatment and surgical procedures, transgender individuals
may bank their gametes (sperm or eggs) which could be used
in future to build their families through ART. This presentation will review some of the options available to transgender
individuals who would like to be able to have genetic offspring, and describe how IVF, and related ART procedures
such as gamete donation and gestational surrogacy, may be
used to build families for transgender people who have banked
their gametes prior to transition.

Terry Hall’s Salon

Specializing in Human & Synthetic Custom Wigs
59 Federal Street
Wilmington, MA 01887
By Appointment Only

(978) 988-0733

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS
From Mr. to Miss … a Unique Career Search
Erica Pennington
The seminar is simply a synopsis of Miss Pennington’s several
attempts to be accepted as a woman in the work place, the results
of those attempts, her final success, the various company policies
and human resource policies involved, what she learned about
corporate philosophy, rest room issues, the dress codes and the
optimum conditions that should exist for someone to transition in
work or gain a new job as a Transgendered woman. This information is from her own experiences over the last ten years or so
being hired and subsequently fired from several Corporations
until finally landing her position with Lockheed from which she
was also released after six years of exemplary performance…
because she is transgendered. Her seminar will focus on the process of transitioning in the work place where “Passing” is replaced by “Acceptance”, but will also address being terminated
for gender presentation, what led up to it, warning signs and how
to address and deal with it. Erica also speaks at SCC every year
as well as local Colleges on diversity and acceptance not only as
related to her life but the lives of the students and their families
as well. Erica is a proud parent of several children, the youngest
of which resides with her in Florida.

Your Feminine Voice: Somewhere Over the
Rainbow
Kathe Perez, MA, CCC-SLP
Baffled? Confused? Frustrated? Is your voice making you crazy?
This workshop is intended for those at any stage in the process of
femininizing their voices, whether you’re just beginning or have
experienced some success, and want additional tools and techniques to enhance their daily voice practice. The Nine Elements
of an Exceptional Feminine Voice provides the foundation to
your voice program. There is a vast transformation you and your
voice are undertaking. Your success depends upon your ability to
understand where you are, and what steps you need to take to get
to where you would like to be. Male and female speech and voice
characteristics will be discussed. Beginning level techniques and
exercises will be demonstrated; and we will go beyond the fundamentals to show those of you at an advanced level how to shape
your voice into the tone that fully expresses the authentic you!

The Men’s Room: FtM Speech, Voice and
Communication Changes & Challenges
Kathe Perez, MA, CCC-SLP
Kathe will help you take an honest look at your transformation.
In this workshop, we will together review known differences in
traditional masculine and feminine behavior to help participants
cultivate their self-expression of masculinity. Kathe will facilitate
exploration of your new roles as a man in society and how to
adapt to those expectations. Finally, Kathe will invite interactions
from participants about potential dilemmas of inhabiting male
privilege and traditional masculinity.

Your Eva Community: Transgender Voice Training
Mobile App
Kathe Perez, MA, CCC-SLP
MtF and FtM people are Eva’s first focus. Just two years ago, the

initial spark of what would become Eva (exceptional voice app)
was ignited. Now, like never before you have the opportunity
to work with a personal voice trainer in the palm of your hand.
In this workshop you will: learn the three keys to successfully
working with Eva; learn the two essential feedback tools provided by Eva; be able to immediately implement five voice
training strategies to create the voice you want.

Chaotic Kiss – Transgender Comics
Michelle Pinard – MKT Productions
Chaotic Kiss is the leading transgender comic in New England
and has been touring the anime, comic, and LGBT convention
circuit since 2006. After a presentation about the manga series
and it’s many intriguing characters, writer-creator Michelle
Pinard will lead a discussion on gender identity in anime and
manga. There will also be time for Q&A as well as handouts
with additional gender identity resources. Please join us for a
deeper look into this local groundbreaking series!

Successful Shopping For Your Most Feminine
Silhouette
Monica Prata
Let’s make shopping fun, and not stressful! Learn how to accentuate your most feminine features while skillfully disguising
the masculine. Professional stylist Monica Prata teaches you
the tricks of the trade; where to shop and what to look for using
live models and lots of audience participation. Learn about the
proportional differences in the male vs. female body and just
what you can do to make your shape look it’s absolutely most
feminine! Discover which blouse shape best disguises broad
shoulders, to which shoe styles will actually make your feet
appear smaller. Monica Prata answers your questions and
shares her secrets!

Feminine Dining Deportment
Monica Prata
Special registration and an additional fee is required to attend
this luncheon in the hotel restaurant. There is limited
capacity, first come, first served.
Dining while expressing feminine poise, posture and mannerisms can be a difficult feat. Join the table and dine “en-femme”
with Monica Prata as she hosts her interactive “Feminine Dining Deportment” seminar. Enjoy a tasty Bistro lunch and put
your skills to test while learning through live models as Monica
Prata demonstrates the innate difference between male and female dining mannerisms and shares with you, her simple secrets to being more feminine while dining.

Coming Out: A Journey of Disclosure
Donna Price
A presentation for those preparing to disclose their transgender
status to family, friends, colleagues, clients, neighbors and acquaintances, with discussion of terms and definitions to assist
the person “coming out” in preparing for those important conversations and communications as they tell those people of
importance to them of the nature of their true self and identity.
Donna will also provide as handouts some sample disclosure
letters for the attendees to modify for their own use.
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WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS
Legal Aspects of Transition
Donna Price and Sara Schnorr
A presentation for those preparing to or already in the initial stages of making the public gender transition, with discussions about
legal/judicial, administrative and business/corporation processes
for changing name and gender-marker, as well as impacts that
transition can have affecting professional, personal, and life activities. Once the public transition of gender change commences,
there are a myriad of impacts, both anticipated and unanticipated
which will follow, much like a small snowball can become an
avalanche by the time it reaches the bottom of the hill… So it is
better to be prepared than caught unaware of what will follow
that initial step of getting a name change.

Who Wants To Look Retro-Hot with Motives Cosmetics?
Nicole Renee
Explore high-glam looks of eras past with the most popular cosmetic brand on Instagram, we will break down the elements of
these vintage looks and reveal make-up secrets to customize
them for your features.

So You Think You’re a Transsexual, Now What?
Tamara Ritt
Coming to terms with being transsexual is the end point of one
journey of discovery, and at the same time the starting point for
another journey. That second journey can take a number of paths,
any one of them valid in and of themselves, but not all of them
correct for you. The decision on which path to take is an individual one that needs to take into account your individual circumstances and expectations, as well as a realistic evaluation of the
alternatives and what to expect from each one. Very often, the
impression is that, if a person is transsexual, then a surgical solution is an inevitable consequence. But, in reality, it is not inevitable at all. Neither is full-time living as the desired sex. Both of
these options, while likely the most often pursued, are by no
means the only paths to follow. In actuality, these are options to
be carefully considered, but only in the context of a number of
other factors, some of them personal, some medical, others professional. And all of these factors need to be considered in the
context of a realistic vision of the future, one which acknowledges that whatever path taken will not be a panacea which will resolve all personal issues (may even complicate some). For some,
surgery is THE answer. For others, transitioning to a full-time
existence is sufficient and no surgery is desired. Others may
choose to, so to speak, live in both worlds. This seminar will look
at the various options one can follow in moving forward and the
benefits and risks of each one, incorporating real-life experiences
from my own life and from others.

Living the Middle-Path of Gender
Sirena Rivera, M.D.
There are many people in the transgender coalition who move
amidst feminine and masculine gender-typed behavior depending
on the situation. Some gravitate toward the poles, while some
prefer the grey areas of gender, toward the realm of androgyny.
They identify as genderqueer, gender-fluid, bi-gender or ambigender. Some bi-gender individuals express a distinctly “femme”

persona and a distinctly “homme” persona. According to a survey conducted in 1999 by the San Francisco Department of
Public Health, less than 3% of genetic males and less than 8%
of genetic females identified as bi-gender. This workshop will
discuss life on that middle path and how one integrates these
aspects in their external and internal lives.

M2F Gender Confirming Surgery – What’s Exciting and New!
Dr. Kathy L. Rumer
This workshop provides an opportunity for Dr. Rumer to discuss her approach to M2F Gender Confirming Surgical procedures such as FFS, BA, BODY CONTOURING, and GRS. She
will also unveil a number of surgical and non-surgical procedures offered at her new state-of-the-art facility. Dr. Rumer
will then open the floor for answering specific questions after
her power point presentation, and will be available for complimentary consultation while at the conference.

What’s Exciting and New for F2M Gender Confirming Surgeries?
Dr. Kathy L. Rumer
This workshop provides an opportunity for Dr. Rumer to discuss her approach to F2M Gender Confirming Surgical procedures including Chest Masculinization, Body Contouring, and
Bottom Surgery. She will also unveil a number of surgical and
non-surgical procedures offered at her new state-of-the-art facility. Dr. Rumer will then open the floor for answering specific questions after her power point presentation, and will be
available for complimentary consultation while at the conference.

Surgical Options for Transwomen and Transmen
Thomas Satterwhite, MD
Dr. Satterwhite will discuss peri-operative aspects of sex reassignment surgery for the male-to-female (MTF) and female-tomale (FTM) patient. MTF procedures include vaginoplasty,
breast augmentation, and facial feminization surgery. FTM
procedures include mastectomy with nipple areolar reconstruction and sex reassignment surgery—metoidioplasty and phalloplasty. Dr. Satterwhite will touch upon the pre-operative, intraoperative, and post-operative course for these procedures. Upon the end of the presentation, the attendee will have a clearer
understanding of surgical options for transgender patients.

About Face – Sharing the Alchemy of Makeup
Natasha Savoy
An intimate sharing of the joys and power of makeup. A repeat
of my makeup class which includes basic makeup techniques,
color theory & tips for transition makeup. Also demonstrations
with attendees, product review and discussion.

Boy Meets Girl Film Screening
Eric Schaeffer
Boy Meets Girl is a funny, tender, sex positive romantic comedy that explores what it means to be a real man or woman, and
how important it is to live a courageous life not letting fear
stand in the way of going after your dreams.

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS
Bodies of Desire: The sexualities of trans men and
their partners
Morgan Seamont
How do trans men define their sexuality before, during and after
their transition? What factors do they find most compelling in
deciding how to categorize themselves? How does their bodily
transformation, or lack thereof, play into how these men identify?
How do the partners of trans men redefine or re-orient their sexuality when in these relationships? What pressures do these couples experience from the LGBTQ community and society at
large? How are these relationships reshaping how society understands sexuality and sexual orientation? In this presentation I will
share my research findings (to date) about how trans men and
their partners are answering these questions and others related to
these topics. Sexuality is a key component to our identities but
sexuality is rarely the focus of research with trans* people because gender tends to be the primary focus. Sexuality is constructed from gender, bodies, embodiment and social relationships and this research examines these different aspects. During
the first half of this presentation I will present my findings and
then open the floor for discussion of those findings and create an
opportunity for trans* men, their partners, and others to talk about
how they have constructed their sexualities in relationship to
trans* identities. I hope this discussion will prompt us to question
our current understandings of sexuality and consider new ways
conceptualizing it.

Voice Feminization Training: A Safe and Natural
Approach to Acquiring Your Best Voice
Rebecca Shafir M.A.CCC
Rebecca Shafir, M.A. CCC, a speech/language pathologist, former opera singer and voice feminization coach will describe the
process of voice transitioning – mental readiness, her unique
training process, hazards to avoid if one trains independently, and
helpful suggestions for those who want to get started. Rebecca
will describe the most effective voice therapy approaches including voice analysis, computerized feedback, sensory training and
mind/body voice training strategies. She provides voice feminization training in West Newbury (on the North Shore) Massachusetts.

Agender to Ze: Exploring Trans* Terminology
Cyn Simonoff
If you’ve ever found yourself a little lost in the jibber-jabber of
gender or a bit lightheaded when it comes to new concepts, titles,
definitions, and labels, then this is for you! Together we will explore concepts of self, trans* terminology, preferred pronouns
(including gender-neutral options), and basic gender theory!

That’s What Ze Said: Let’s Talk About Pronouns
Cyn Simonoff
He? She? Ey? Ze? They? What do I say? In this workshop we’ll
look at the myriad of different English pronouns in existence today, where they come from, and how to use them. We’ll talk
about ways to ask for pronouns, how to respect pronoun preferences, and how to wrap your head around alternative/genderneutral pronoun options.

Queeries: An Open Discussion about the Word
“Queer”
Cyn Simonoff
Did you just say “queer?” Isn’t that a “bad word?” Let’s talk
about the word “queer,” it’s background, its meanings, and
how it’s used. Is it better, worse, or equal to LGBT or LGBTQ
or LGBTQ+ or the variety of other acronyms that exist to describe people of alternative sexualities, genders, or identities?
This will be a relaxed and informal discussion about the meaning(s) that words, terms, and acronyms have and how we grant
those meaning(s) power.

Creating Safe Spaces: Being an Ally to LGBTQ+
Communities
Cyn Simonoff
What makes a space safe and how do we create spaces that are
safe for people of all identities at all times? What’s the difference between acceptance and tolerance and how do you tell
which is which? Come participate in an guided discussion
about creating and managing safe, respectful, and welcoming
spaces for LGBTQ+ people. We’ll talk about the do’s and
don’ts for allies, how respect multiple and conflicting identities, and what it means to call your space a safe space.

Friday Evening Shabbat Services
Cyn Simonoff and Kailin
Please join us in celebrating the start of Shabbat (the Jewish
Sabbath) in a casual, safe, and welcoming environment. Our
services will be reform/reconstructionist and friendly to those
of any identity or background! Feel free to wander in late or
leave early. Wine and challah will be served.

Facial Feminization Surgery: Maximizing Results
Jeffrey Spiegel, MD
Listen to Dr. Spiegel review the goals and methods of facial
feminization surgery. Post-operative photos will be shown.
There will be a discussion of what procedures are available,
how to maximize results, risks, and how new technologies and
advances have allowed for improving structural changes to
bone. Dr. Spiegel has performed well over 1,000 FFS procedures! Dr. Spiegel is happy to answer any personal questions
and will be providing complimentary consultations for any
interested guests.

Cross Dressing 101: Tricks and Tips
Stacey C.
This workshop explores diverse topics that are often a mystery
to new MTF cross dressers, including makeup, clothing and
comportment tips, plus shopping on a budget. It includes some
tricks, such as how to hide your beard shadow, how to do eye
makeup without looking too ridiculous, how to look good in
photographs, and how to buy clothes that will probably fit
when you cannot try things on. A few simple but often overlooked things you can do to look significantly prettier are also
discussed. Questions and tips from the audience are welcome.

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS
No! Maybe? Yes! Living My Truth: Book reading
and Book Launch
Grace Stevens
I will introduce and read my new book, No! Maybe? Yes! Living
My Truth. It asks the question: Whose life are you living? Are
you trying to meet the expectations of everyone around you
while denying that part, that perhaps very vocal part, inside you
that knows you are not living your truth? Are there inner voices
that criticize you for doing this while other voices caution you of
the risks if you dare to be true? Grace Anne Stevens knows what
this is like, having spent over sixty years hiding and denying the
truth inside of her. In No! Maybe? Yes! Living My Truth, she
shares not only her voice but many internal voices as she moved
from denying, to questioning, and finally accepting her truth,
which led her to transition her gender at the age of 64.This is
much more than just a transgender memoir. This is a book about
relationships -internal and external, heroism and leadership,
change and authenticity. It is ultimately about hope and growth
to be true and the best you can be! No! Maybe? Yes! is uniquely
informational, inspirational and transformational to all who may
question their own journey

How To Successfully Transition in Your
Employment

ers of transgender youth welcome.

No Longer Lost in The Shuffle: Being Disabled and
Trans–
Rev. Moonhawk River Stone, M.S., LMHC
This facilitated group discussion is open to all, but is intended to
be a space for people with disabilities to discuss a broad cross
section of issues from how our identities as trans people intersect with our being disabled. How do we integrate those two
into our well being, especially when interacting with various
health care providers? We will explore what the concept of access means in broad political social justice terms and explore
how the transgender civil rights/human rights movement has/has
not made space for those who are disabled. We will explore
what it means to be disabled in a world obsessed with denial of
those who are disabled and how we, as disabled trans people,
struggle to be confident, self-assured human beings in the face
of these challenges.

Trans* Poetry Read, Spoken Word & Slam
Cody Suzuki-Arruda and Elizabeth Wintheiser
Do you enjoy writing poetry-have spoken word or something
original you’d like to slam? Lets delve into the gender spectrum
together with our authentic words…creating the space to share
& hear our works. Bring along your poems, words, shorts, snippets, jots & chicken scratches for all to enjoy! Plus if you wish,
opportunity to post in the new First Event Poetry e-book. Consent to publication is on a voluntary basis & not required to participate, details at our workshop!

Rev. Moonhawk River Stone, M.S., LMHC
This workshop will take the participant through the entire process of transitioning on the job in a practical step by step model.
The model Stone will present has been successfully used with
his clients in a wide variety of settings and is flexible to any situGender, Self & Spiritual Community: How Personal
ation. Some of the areas covered include coming out, legal issues, developing a program to fit one’s individual workplace.
and Religious Narratives Can Intersect
Bobbi Taylor and Raven Kaldera
Toddlers To Teens: An Introduction To Issues ReThe threads of gender and spirituality can be woven together
lated To Transgender Youth (K-12) Who Need To
into a beautiful tapestry of spiritual community, one that afTransition
firms, supports, and reflects trans identities. Some of us seek
such a community but instead find ourselves hanging by a single
Rev. Moonhawk River Stone, M.S., LMHC
This workshop is meant to be informational and is appropriate
thread of gender, unable to find such a home. Others seek to
for those seeking to learn more about children who need to uncreate such a culture within an existing group or institution. In
dertake a gender transition of some kind in order to resolve their this workshop, we’ll hold a facilitated discussion between clertransgender identity. This is not a clinical training, but a discus- gy, members, and seekers about what’s needed, what works,
sion to aid parents, allies and others interested in supporting
what doesn’t, and what’s next.
transgender children. Clinicians are welcome, but this is not a
clinical training. Discussion will center upon being able to assist Use of Long-lasting Testopel Implants for Hormone
Management in Trans Men
the child who is gender questioning and their families to find
their way through the various challenges to a youth based gender Thompson, PA-C
transition. Workshop will be focused on an interactive dialogue This workshop will discuss the use of Testopel testosterone pellets as an option for long-acting cross sex hormone replacement
model.
therapy in trans men. Procedures involved in the implantation of
Developing Best Practices for A Student’s Gender
these pellets will be described and slides may include some miTransition (K-12)
nor surgical images. There will be some discussion around submission of authorizations for medication coverage by some inRev. Moonhawk River Stone, M.S., LMHC
Increasingly youth are undergoing gender transitions at all levels surance carriers. Current trends in use and outcomes of this horof the K-12 school experience. This workshop is designed to
mone therapy in a primary care setting will be discussed in genaddress the needs of administration, faculty, and students as a
eral terms based on clinical experience of one provider practicstudent undertakes a gender transition in school by developing a ing in a large urban health center. Questions and discussion are
best practice which addresses the needs of all concerned. This is encouraged at the end of this presentation.
a practical hands-on workshop. Educators, parents and caregiv-

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS
Supporting Your Child’s Transition and
Coming Out Process
Mio Tamanaha and Tim Grady
A workshop designed for guardians who would like to support
their child but don’t know how. The goal is to help create supportive environments in which youth can thrive. This workshop draws from the experiences of trans* youth and those
who work with them. Families are welcome to participate.

Corsetry: Your Feminine Figure
Tamar
Tamar presents Your Feminine Figure. An authentic steel
corset should create a pronounced feminine figure, fit comfortably with every wear, and last a lifetime – ours do! We
will teach you how to find the most flattering fitting corset for
your figure, whether it be foundational-wear, intimate-wear,
or outerwear. Don’t miss this seminar for all your ‘must have’
information about the well constructed corset, proper fitting
sizes for underbust and overbust styles and the introduction of
two brand new TG corset patterns created for the male transitioning figure.

The Benefits of Retaining a Positive and
Optimistic Attitude
Angelina Vail
My presentation will take me from my negative addicted past
to one that is full of hope, optimism, energy, belief, and overcoming negativity with a consistent and continual positive
attitude. Change your thinking and change your life!

Hysterectomy, Oophorectomy and Vaginectomy
Burt Webb MD

Prioritizing Feminization Procedures: Perspective
of a Craniofacial Surgeon
Jeffrey Weinzweig, MD
In the transitioning process, patients often prioritize feminization procedures. Whether the reason for prioritization is cost,
the desire to gradually transition, or medical safety (complete
feminization is often unsafe due to prolonged surgical time) a
discussion of prioritizing feminization surgeries is an important part of the consultation process. Dr. Weinzweig will
provide a rationale for his prioritization recommendations as
well as a detailed facial feature analysis which is critical to
understanding how modifying a specific feature will impact
the overall feminization process and lead to achieving one’s
specific goals.

Operation Restore Advocate Heal (ORAH!)
Phillip Zimmerman
ORAH! is an LGBT Veteran Organization with a unique mission:
To Advocate fof those, who even with the repeal of DADT,
beleive that they do not have a voice; to help those veterans to
begin a genuine healing process through access to VA healthcare
and other benefits: To Restore the honor that was taken from
LGBT veterans and to assist those who wish to have their seperations upgraded.

Individualized Advanced Surgical Techniques for
Global Face, Body, and Hair Feminization In Both
The Transgendered and Crossdressing Patient
Mark L. Zukowski, MD, F.A.C.S.
Dr. Zukowski will be presenting his state-of-the-art 21st century
individualized surgical options for global one-step face, breast
and body feminization including advanced endoscopic techniques
of forehead feminization, with exclusive 3-D bone sculpting ultrasonic body sculpting with large volume fat augmentation to the
buttocks (Brazilian buttock lift), as well as micrograft hair restoration to create the perfectly feminine hairline. These techniques
are applicable for the transgendered patient looking to transition
or the cross-dressing patient looking to present their best in both
male and female personas. The Zukowski Center exclusively
performs complimentary lymphatic massage postoperatively and
has an aggressive face and body skin care protocol and cosmeceutical line of skin products to further enhance your surgical
results. Past patients willbe available for you to talk to both after
his lecture and during a Z-girl open house typically on Saturday
afternoon. To arrange to speak to the doctor or one of his past
patients either at the conference or afterwards in a phone consultation, call his office at 847-853-8869 in advance and speak to
Michelle as time slots fill up fast. Don’t miss this opportunity to
learn more about our comprehensive full face and body approach
for your transition, or to look the best you can in both of your
personas and to reverse any aging changes so as to insure a lifetime of youthful, refreshed, and naturally feminine beauty.

Bridging Our Experiences
Justice Roe Williams
Trans Men, Trans Women, folks of other genders, and no gender often times find themselves separated from each other
despite experiencing similar societal oppressions. This discussion aims to bridge this divide and bring folks of all genders
together in the hope to unite to fight the many forces of society that oppress us. We hope to build from our similarities and
also educate each other about our differences.

Southwick, MA 01077

My Changing Room
Natasha Savoy offers a relaxed, whimsical and discreet
environment for dressing services.
Visit the studio (Near Boston’s Logan Airport)

transformations
makeup tutorials
glamour photography
girl talk and tea parties

617.529.5055

mychangingroom.com

PRESENTER BIOS
Shana Aisenberg is a musician and writer. During the

transgender patients in her practice.
past 40 years, she has identified as transgender, trans*, M2F, non
-binary, androgyne, lesbian, gay, bi, queer, etc. She continues to Dana Bevan is an experienced biopsychologist who reexplore and find her place on the gender continuum.
ceived her Ph.D. degree from Princeton University and a bachelors degree from Dartmouth College. She has written two books
Andy is stealth, gay male-identified FTM who medically tran- that take a comprehensive view of scientific evidence pertaining
sitioned in the mid-1990s. He was on the organizing committee to transsexualism and transgenderism. One of her books comfor the 1997 FTMI conference and has attended and presented at bines autobiography and science.
numerous trans conferences, including FTMI, True Spirit, Gender Odyssey, TCNE, and IFGE. He is also the author of the FTM Dr. Bowers is a pelvic and gynecological surgeon with nearPassing Tips web site.
ly 25 years experience, and a leading expert in the field of
Transgender Healthcare. For eight years she practiced in Trinidad, Colorado where she trained with the legendary Dr. Stanley
D.E. Atwood When D.E. Atwood was in second grade, she
Biber, considered the “father of Transgender Surgery”. In 2010,
finally grew tall enough to see the shelf above the mysteries in
she relocated to the San Francisco Bay area and has now perthe bookmobile. She discovered a rich landscape of alternate
formed over 100 primary Genital Reassignment Surgeries, as
worlds, magic, and space and has never looked back from the
genres of fantasy and science fiction. When she was twelve, she well as performing an additional 240 ancillary gender surgeries
per year. Dr. Bowers has also become an international authority
declared that she was going to be a writer, and share the stories
that she saw happening all around her. She wanted to create char- on clitoral reconstruction for women who have suffered Female
Genital Mutilation (FGM). She has been the subject of numerous
acters that others would care about, and that would touch their
lives. Today she has combined her interests, creating genre sto- documentaries, articles and features including appearances on
ries about the people who live next door, bringing magic into the Oprah, CBS Sunday Morning and Discovery Health. Dr. Bowers
was recently honored to be included in the Guardian’s 2012
world around us. Her first novel, If We Shadows, was released
World Pride Power list as one of the 100 most influential LGBT
by Harmony Ink Press in spring of 2014 and is a Rainbow
people, in addition to being names as on of Huffington Post’s 40
Awards winner for Best Transgender Debut, Best Transgender
Transgender Icons.
Fiction, and Best Transgender Book. When not writing, D.E.
Atwood is a mother (to two children, a cat, and a dog), a wife, a
reader, a knitter, a systems administrator, a black belt in tae kwon Jeff Brody has a private psychotherapy practice in Braintree,
do, and a music aficionado. Sleep, she claims, is optional
MA. He is licensed as a mental health counselor and is board
certified as an art therapist. He has over 20 years of experience
counseling adults, adolescents, children and families in school,
Tom Barber, M.D. is a general internist in practice at
Boston Medical Center since 1990, when he completed his train- residential, addictions, inpatient and outpatient settings. Jeff speing in Internal Medicine and Infectious Diseases. He is also As- cializes in working both with people on the gender spectrum and
on the Aspergers/autism spectrum. In 2011 he started a Yahoo
sociate Professor of Medicine at Boston University School of
group for gender specialists in New England. Jeff is a member of
Medicine, where he serves as Clerkship Director of the AdWPATH (World Professional Association for Transgender
vanced Internal Medicine required rotation for senior medical
Health) and the American Art Therapy Association. He has prestudents. Dr. Barber has held a variety of positions in medical
sented on a variety of topics at regional, national and internationeducation and hospital administration. His clinical interests in
al gender, art therapy, and other professional conferences.
addition to General Internal Medicine include HIV infection,
sexually transmitted diseases, enhancing effective communication in health care and transgender health. Dr. Barber has been a Rachel Burckardt is a resident of Cambridge and married
primary care physician for transgender individuals since the early
for 30 years with two sons. She is a civil engineer by profession,
1990s, and has been an active advocate and educator about
as well as a church musician. To family, friends, colleagues, and
providing health care to the transgender community.
fellow parishioners, she is openly transgender, having started
“Act 2″ of her life on September 10, 2011 at the tender age of 57.
Dr. Joel Beck is Board Certified in Plastic Surgery and
She is an unabashed urban creature who also loves nature and the
brings the highest standards of medical excellence to procedures country, as well as bicycling, hiking, cats and gardening. As a
civil engineer, she works on a variety of infrastructure projects,
of breast, body, and face. His technical skill, artistic sense, and
from the Green Line Extension to Somerville & Medford to the
sound judgment have earned him a reputation for providing his
clients with fresh, natural appearing results. Dr. Beck’s extensive restoration of Winthrop Beach and saltmarshes in Saugus to
“complete streets” projects in Dudley Square (Roxbury) and Untraining includes research and clinical experience in Burn Surgery, a Fellowship in Craniofacial Surgery, and intensive Plastic ion Square (Somerville). She experienced a highly successful
Surgery and Reconstructive training. While Bay Area Aesthetic transition in a very public profession, when she frequently preSurgery is almost entirely dedicated to aesthetic procedures, Dr. sents at public meetings (often also on local access TV) and is
Beck’s background in Microsurgery and Reconstructive Surgery known to many state and local government officials, as well as
give him a powerful aspect on anatomy, spatial relationships, and the public in several communities. She is also an advocate for
bicycle facilities and multi-purpose paths, being a former memhealing – all critical components of a great cosmetic result. Dr.
Beck has developed empathy, compassion, and a gentle approach ber of the Cambridge Bicycle Committee, and presently both a
as a result of treating those with devastating malformations and member of the Friends of the Community Path (Somerville) and a
founding member of the Friends of the Grand Junction Path. As a
trauma. His ability to form connections with aesthetic patients
church musician, she serves as liturgical musician, composer, and
puts them at ease and allows a comfortable exchange of ideas
assisting music director at St. Cecilia Parish in Boston, Massaand information throughout the course of treatment.
chusetts, where she may be the only openly transgender assisting
director at a Catholic parish. She lives with her spouse and
Dr. Bershel is a family physician in Somerville, MA. She music
partner of over 30 years, Rosie.
transitioned from male to female in June 2006 and has many

PRESENTER BIOS
Stacey C. joined the trans community a few years ago when Trystan Cotten is an associate professor of gender and Afshe first cross dressed at TCNE. Yet she has quickly learned a
lot. Too shy to suffer professional makeovers and shopping consultants, too cheap to frequent department stores, she learned the
do-it-yourself way, shopping mostly incognito on-line and at
mass merchants. Someday soon Tiffany’s Closet may be deluged
with her trial-and-error shopping mistakes. Stacey is also a software engineer and sometime entrepreneur with degrees from
MIT and Harvard Business School.

rican American studies at California State University, Stanislaus.
His research and teaching focus on gender, sexuality, race, and
nationalism in trans migrations and diasporas. He is also the
managing editor of Transgress Press and principal architect of its
focus as a social entrepreneurial publishing firm devoted to empowering trans communities.

Konnor T. Crewe is an aspiring writer and editor of the

anthology “Late Transition: Older Trans Men Speak Out” which
is to be published by Transgress Press. Konnor has a piece which
tive Republican, Pre-Vatican II Catholic household and has
has been accepted for publication in the anthology, “Love, Alknown she was an M to F transsexual from age five, but only
ways: Partners of Trans* People on Intimacy, Challenge and
began living as herself in 2005. Reverend Carpenter was orResilience”, also soon to be published by Transgress Press. He is
dained in 1996, with a Bachelor’s Degree in Religion and Philos- the author of an autobiographical essay which recently appeared
ophy. She received a Master’s Degree in Biblical Studies in 2000 in Polare Magazine, entitled “Late Transition Leads to a Happier
and was awarded a Doctorate in New Testament Theology in
Life.”Crewe has a B.A. in Linguistics and lives in the Boston
2006. Reverend Carpenter is a transgender advocate, a Gender
area with his partner, two dogs, and two guinea pigs. He is a
Diversity trainer, and has spoken at locations across the country, member of Western Avenue Studios Art Association with his
working to pass legislation to improve the lives of transgender
partner, Kristian.ractice and Policy, and Principles of
individuals. Reverend Carpenter is separated from her spouse of Transgender Medicine and Surgery.
33 years and has two adult daughters. She recently retired as an
engineer and is living on Cape Cod and has published a book
Lori Davison is an educator and activist for LGBTQ youth.
entitled “Religion, Faith and The GLBT Community, a Ground She is Co-President of PFLAG and is an engaging presenter for
Level View From a Faithful Exile”.
PFLAG and as a Stonewall Speaker. A former high school GSA
advisor, Lori is a parent ambassador for Camp Aranu’tiq, a camp
Jamie Casbon is a New York based textile conservator. He for transgender and gender non-conforming children. She has
raised funds for the Jim Collins Foundation, which provides gendabbles in acting, art, comedy, and obscure hand crafts. Jamie
comes from a military family, growing up in Germany, Colorado, der-confirming surgeries for those in need. An active member of
TransPACT, a support group for parents of transgender children,
Italy, and several other places. He has a very good cat.
she has presented workshops at True Colors, The Philadelphia
Transgender Health and Law, Transgender Lives, and Southern
Charel and Sara work in Boston supporting disadvanComfort conferences.
taged Transgender people. They work as a Health Educators
which is part of. In addition to connecting Trans clients to culturPeg Hurley Dawson, LMHC, CST is an AASECT
ally competent health care, they do HIV testing and Prevention
counseling services. Trans women of color and Latina transsexu- certified sex therapist as well as being certified in Transgender
als are at greatest risk for new HIV infections, and are too often Healthcare, IFS, EMDR and Trauma therapy. She has over 10
recipients of anti-trans violence. The mission of TransCEND is years experience as a psychotherapist and has a private practice
to support those infected with HIV and to eliminate new infecin North Andover.
tions through regular testing and practicing harm reduction. This
is accomplished through supporting greater stability in the lives
of Trans Women through housing search, homelessness support, Adrian Dawson, MD is a British Trained Physician who
Legal and mental health referrals, transition advice, and negotiat- practiced psychiatry in Birmingham Uk. He has studied and
ing social settings and safer sex. TransCEND welcomes Transex- taught several psychological type indicators that help people understand their drives and motivations including MBTI, Enneual women and men, partners, and anyone who may be gender
questioning. Charel is a native of Costa Rica, the happiest place agram and Internal family systems.
on Earth! She is a natural leader, entrepreneur, speaks Spanish
and English. Sara lives in Salem, loves gardening and sewing,
Linda DeFruscio, R.E., R.I., C.L.T., owner of A
and has been a part of TransCEND for five years the past two on & A Laser, Electrolysis & Skin Care Associates with over 35
staff as Health Educator. Both have a deep passion for the better- years experience. Working with the transgender community for
ment of the Trans Community – one person at a time!
over 25 years. Author of new book “Cornered: Dr. Richard J.
Sharpe, As I Knew Him”.
Dr. Stuart R. Chipkin, MD, FACE, is a Board
Certified Endocrinologist with over 25 years of experience
Dr. Jordan Deschamps-Braly, MD is located in
providing care to transgender patients and has been invited to
San Francisco, CA, where he’s been in practice for three years.
participate in panel discussions at several New England events. Originally from Oklahoma, he completed university training,
He has also been invited to review scientific articles related to
medical school, and general and plastic surgery training at the
transgender care for several medical journals. He is a faculty
University of Oklahoma. He completed fellowships from Chilmember in the School of Public Health and Health Sciences at
dren’s Hospital of Wisconsin in Milwaukee in craniofacial surthe University of Massachusetts, Amherst. He has previously
gery, aesthetic surgery in Paris, and orthognathic surgery in Zurserved on the faculty of Tufts University Medical School and of ich, Switzerland. He operates at Children’s Hospital in Oakland,
Boston University School of Medicine. In addition to his acaand at CPMC Davies in San Francisco. He is the only FFS surdemic activities, he maintains a practice in Endocrinology, Dia- geon ever to be trained by Dr. Ousterhout
betes and Metabolism at in Amherst, Massachusetts.

Reverend Sarah Carpenter was raised in a conserva-

PRESENTER BIOS
Gia Drew is an activist, artists, and athlete born and raised

in the Boston area, but has called Maine home for some time.
Gia now works as Program Coordinator for EqualityMaine and
serves as mentor for the National LGBTQ Task Force
Transgender Leadership Academy. She is Vice President of the
Board of Directors of Maine Transgender Network and also
serves on the board of directors of GLSEN Southern Maine.
Previously, she was a high school teacher and coach for eighteen years. In that time she became one of Maine’s first out
transgender public school teachers and one of America’s first
transgender high school coaches

Kelli Dunham is the genderqueer nurse-comic-author-ex

nun hybrid so common in modern Brooklyn. Kelli was one of
Velvet Park Magazine’s 25 Significant Queers of 2011, was
named to the 2012 Campus Pride Hotlist and has appeared on
Showtime and the Discovery Channel and nationwide at colleges, prides, fundraisers and even the occasional livestock auction. Kelli’s fifth book, “Freak of Nurture”, a collection of humorous essays published by Topside Press caused awardwinning author Barbara Carellas to give Kelli the moniker “the
David Sedaris of the queer world.” Kelli is a regular contributor
to Curve Magazine and XOJane. Kelli has released four comedy CDs: “I am NOT a 12 Year Old Boy” “Almost Pretty,”
“Why Is the Fat One Always Angry” and “Trigger Warning”,
all which are on regular rotation on Sirius/XM Satellite Radio’s
Rawdog Comedy Station and Pandora’s Margaret Cho Station.
Kelli likes to talk about humor, health, storytelling, LGBT life
and gender, mostly all at the same time.

Mason Dunn comes to MTPC from New Hampshire,

where he was on the steering committee for Transgender New
Hampshire and an organizer with the New Hampshire Coalition
for Transgender Equality. An educator and activist, Mason is
also an adjunct faculty member in the communications department at the University of New Hampshire at Manchester, where
he specializes in LGBTQ images and perspectives. In 2010
Mason organized the first-ever TransForm New Hampshire
conference, a three-day event that brought medical, social service, and legal professionals together with members of the
transgender community from across the country. Mason graduated from the University of New Hampshire School of Law as a
member of the Daniel Webster Honors Scholar program in
2012 and holds a BA in Criminal Justice from Western Oregon
University. He is a member of the New Hampshire Bar Association. When Mason is not working for social justice, he enjoys
spending time with his wife, Lauren, and backpacking,
kayaking, and pursing his more geeky interests.

Diane Ellaborn, LICSW is a Gender Specialist with

over 35 years experience. She is a NASW Board Certified Diplomate in Clinical Social Work, (BCD), a member of The
World Professional Association for Transgender Health
(WPATH), formerly the Harry Benjamin International Gender
Dysphoria Association (HBIDGA), and a past elected Board of
Director’s Member of the International Foundation of Gender
Education (IFGE). Her practice includes evaluation and working with transgender individuals of all ages and their spouses
and families. As a licensed independent clinical social worker,
LICSW, she has developed a broad list of resources and referral
sources for medical, surgical, endocrinological and support
services for her clients. She frequently educates workplaces
about workplace transition. She has presented and provided
trainings on gender conditions and treatment locally and internationally. She offers supervision to therapists who want to
hone their skills as gender specialists.

Erica is a M to F Transgendered Woman, transitioning at 48

years of age. She is a Certified Aerospace Lead Auditor and a Sr.
Quality Engineer working in the Aerospace industry and has been
employed in this position as a woman for the past 6 years. She
was the first Transgendered woman to hold such a position for a
Dept. of Defense contractor. In the course of her employment she
has visited and worked at close to 100 suppliers nationwide which
has presented a full spectrum of issues and situations in acceptance and discrimination which she had to address successfully. This has led to on-going opportunities to expose Corporate
personnel and Management to the entity of ” Transgendered ” and
to educate to counter the traditional impressions and stereotypes
associated with “Transgendered” and LGBT in general.

Dr. Evan Eyler MD, MPH is a consultation psychia-

trist at the University of Vermont College of Medicine, and has
worked extensively in the trans* communities since 1995, initially as a family physician and subsequently in mental health and
integrated care. He is co-editor of the books, Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Aging: Challenges in Research, Practice and
Policy, and Principles of Transgender Medicine and Surgery.

Tony Ferraiolo, a Certified Life Coach and Transgender

Youth Advocate in New Haven, CT, is founder of several groups
including Translation, TransPACT and Create Yourself, that support transgender and gender non-conforming youth and their families. Over the last six years, these groups have served over 175
youth and over 225 parents or grandparents. In 2009, Tony started
a binder drive for trans youth, which went global when he
shipped his first binder to a young transgender man in New Zealand. Over 120 binders have been delivered to trans youth in need
around the world. Tony is the Co-Founder and President of the
Jim Collins Foundation, a nonprofit organization that raises money to fund gender-co Yvonne Gomez-Carrion MD, F.A.C.O.G., is
an Assistant Professor in Obstetrics and Gynecology at Harvard
Medical School. She has been an attending at the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center since 1987. She has been at the forefront
of transgender care in her department. She has presented at local
and national conferences on transgender care sharing valuable
lessons learned along the journey to achieving cultural literacy
enabling other clinicians to build their own understanding of
transgender issues and challenges so the broader medical can provide more sensitive and appropriate care.

Petri Flint is the proud father of a old trans-girl, who made

her social gender transition at age 12, a couple of months into 7th
grade. Petri is interested in helping to build a sense of community
among fathers of trans-kids, so that men have more opportunities
to connect with each other around the specific joys and challenges
of raising their trans-children. Petri is also father to a 21-year-old
son, two dogs, and three cats, and he works as a college professor
and artist.

The Livingston Pangburn

Transgender Access Partnership
An initiative of Greater Boston PFLAG

Dedicated to access for ALL gender-nonconforming young people and their
families
to information, services, and support
regardless of socio-economic and educational status; ethnic, racial and religious
identity; or geographic location.
TAP provides grants of $500 to $5,000 to organizations and individuals in local communities, schools, and
faith-based groups providing direct services to transgender young people who are currently underserved.
The types of services too many trans* young people and their families go without include, but are not limited to:
·

Peer support and empowerment groups

·

Support for family members and allies

·

Educational and employment support

·

Food security and safe housing

·

Health information and services

·

Legal information and services

Contact us to:
· Share the work you are doing to support trans* young people and their families
· Give us information about a specific need that is going unmet
· Support our work financially
· Learn more about our mission and the programs we support
facebook.com/LivingstonPangburnTAP

transgenderaccesspartnership@gmail.com

gbpflag.org/tap

PRESENTER BIOS
Joanna Frost, MSW, LICSW is a psychotherapist,

Licensed Independent Clinical Social Worker and Gender Specialist. After a successful career as an entrepreneur, she transitioned in 1989. Returning to academia she graduated from Trinity College in Hartford and the Smith College School of Social
Work in Northampton. A former Clinical Fellow at the Boston
Institute for Psychotherapy, she is a member of the Advocacy
and Liaison committee of the World Professional Association
for Transgender Health (WPATH). Besides her work as a therapist she is an advocate for Transgender Rights and a member of
GLAD’s Transgender Rights Project Founders Circle. Joanna
has over twenty years of experience in issues of gender. Her
private practice in Western Massachusetts specializes in a full
range of GLBTQ issues with adults, adolescents and children.
Further she treats a wide variety of other issues including PTSD,
depression, chronic illness, anxiety, etc. Other services include
letters for hormones, surgery and referrals.

Pam Garramone, M.ED is the former Executive Direc-

tor of Greater Boston PFLAG. She earned a Certificate in Positive Psychology studying under Dr. Tal Ben-Shahar and is in
training to become a Life Coach.

Sheyam Ghieth (producer) has been a bus driver, a for-

eign correspondent and a designer. She was born in Egypt and
has lived in Zimbabwe, Sudan, Germany, Italy and Louisiana.
She has worked on several feature films, including “The Bourne
Legacy,” “Sex and the City 2,” and “Side Effects,” as well as
television shows such as “Gossip Girl.”

Ms. Katie Hill is a transgender advocate living in Oklaho-

ma. She transitioned during her sophomore year of high school
and was the first transgender student to graduate from a school
in Oklahoma. She has spoken at several high schools and colleges in the country about supporting transgender students. Ms.
Hill has been interviewed by England’s Daily Mail, has appeared on ABC Television’s 20-20, modeled in the 2014 Barney
Spring Campaign, and has appeared regularly in both local and
international newspapers. She has also been featured in several
YouTube videos. She has just had a book published, entitled
“Rethinking Normal” by Simon and Schuster. Ms. Hill is attending the University of Tulsa in Oklahoma.

Dr. Ruben Hopwood, MDIv, PhD, has a PhD in

Counseling Psychology and Religion at Boston University
where he is a Psychology Fellow at the Danielsen Institute. He
also works as Coordinator of the Trans Health Program at Fenway Health, a multidisciplinary program that oversees the care
of trans persons receiving behavioral health services and medical care in a federally qualified health center. Dr. Hopwood has
an extensive history working in mental health and social services over the past 35 years in several states. He is also a founding member of the Massachusetts Transgender Suicide Prevention Working Group, which developed the only trans-specific
suicide prevention resources internationally. In his professional
work, Dr. Hopwood provides mental health evaluations, coleads a multidisciplinary trans-care-focused clinical team, and
presents clinical competency trainings, workshops, guest lectures, panel discussions, and consultations on trans health care at
mental health agencies, medical facilities, hospitals, medical
schools, universities, and professional conferences.

Christabeth Ingold is a fierce, sparked up certified life

coach, energy healer, and Chakradance ™ facilitator. Her favor-

ite work is being a student of life and loving you up. Meeting you
exactly where you are, Christabeth will dive deeper with you and
push you forward into living the awesome life you want! She is
committed to your growth and spreading your flame. Christabeth
has a background in expressive therapy, wellness and life coaching, reiki and loving big. You may find her giving hugs, laughing, dancing or conn ecting with Mother Earth

Jessica is the Activities Director for Triess New England and
has been a member for almost four years.

Sabrine Johnston is a 45 year old MtF transgender wom-

an. Her journey to transitioning began six plus years ago. Being
fully transitioned, she found it imperative to become involved
with the needs of the transgender community. Sabrine is involved
with several organizations who make their purpose to provide
advocacy to individuals in need. Sabrine also does public speaking to promote education and understanding of what It means to
be transgender. Transgender youth hold a special place in her
heart as they are the future of the GLBT community. Sabrine has
done public speaking at hospitals (Joe D’maggio Childrens hospital), Public Health Departments, universities(Palm Beach State
College, Florida Atlantic University and NOVA southeastern
university), high school faculty and various women’s groups. She
is involved with Compass which is her local GLBTQI community center and is involved with the youth mentorship program.
Sabrine is currently employed as a hairdresser which she has
done for the past 25 years. She has also used her beauty skills to
consult with individuals who are going through the process to
help them feel the best about themselves. Sabrine is attending the
First Event for her first time and is honored to be involved.Sabrine Johnston is a 45 year old MtF transgender woman. Her journey to transitioning began six plus years ago. Being
fully transitioned, she found it imperative to become involved
with the needs of the transgender community. Sabrine is involved
with several organizations who make their purpose to provide
advocacy to individuals in need. Sabrine also does public speaking to promote education and understanding of what It means to
be transgender. Transgender youth hold a special place in her
heart as they are the future of the GLBT community. Sabrine has
done public speaking at hospitals (Joe D’maggio Childrens hospital), Public Health Departments, universities(Palm Beach State
College, Florida Atlantic University and NOVA southeastern
university), high school faculty and various women’s groups. She
is involved with Compass which is her local GLBTQI community center and is involved with the youth mentorship program.
Sabrine is currently employed as a hairdresser which she has
done for the past 25 years. She has also used her beauty skills to
consult with individuals who are going through the process to
help them feel the best about themselves. Sabrine is attending the
First Event for her first time and is honored to be involved.

Dr. Melissa Johnson has been practicing plastic surgery
for 14 years in Springfield, Massachusetts. She is board certified
by the American Board of Plastic Surgery and is a member of
ASPS, ASAPS, NESPRS and Mass Society of Plastic Surgeons.

Raven Kaldera is a Northern-Tradition Pagan shaman,

herbalist, astrologer, FTM transgendered intersexual activist,
homesteader, and founding member of the First Kingdom Church
of Asphodel. He is the author of too many books to list here, including the Hermaphrodeities: The Transgender Spirituality
Workbook, and Double Edge: the Intersection of Transgender
and BDSM. ‘Tis an ill wind that blows no minds.

PRESENTER BIOS
Julie Kaufman is a dance instructor and a recently Certified RAD Systems Instructor. She has been teaching Country
Western Dance in the LGBT community in Greater Boston for
over twenty years.

ous areas of litigation especially in bankruptcy, divorce and family law matters and is certified as a Divorce Mediator by the
Rhode Island Family Court

Sherman N. Leis , D.O., F.A.C.O.S. is Professor

and Chairman of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery at the Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine. He is Board Certified
Tiffany’s Closet for the last few years. She has helped many
in General Surgery and Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery and
transmen and gender-queer persons find the suits to suit them.
specializes in all types of transgender surgery. He is Director
Having worn a tie and charcoal gray suit grades 7 – 12, and
Chief Surgeon at The Philadelphia Center for Transgender
business suits for work for years, she has a pretty good grasp of and
Surgery.
In addition to surgical services, The Center provides
what the classically-dressed man wears. To be co-presented with referrals to
a team of professional who have expertise in servictrans masculine friends.
ing the surgical an d non-surgical needs of transgender individuals and is one of the few comprehensive centers of its type in the
Mitch Kellaway has written over 100 articles, op-eds,
United States. Dr. Leis is the Founder of a Residency Training
Program in Philadelphia and over the past thirty years has
essays, interviews, and reviews about LGBT, queer, and/or
transgender people. In addition to The Advocate, his writing has trained more than eighty plastic surgeons practicing across the
appeared in the Lambda Literary Review, Huffington Post, Poli- United States.
cyMic, and Original Plumbing magazine, and has been published in several literary journals and anthologies including Jon- Dr. Robert Leonard Jr., DO,FISHRS,
athan: A Journal of Gay Fiction, Zeteo Journal, Re*cog*nize:
FAACS has been taking care of transgender patients from the
The Voices of Bisexual Men (forthcoming), Man the Yards:
Navigating Transition in Adulthood(2015), and Best Sex Writ- very early days of his hair restoration surgery practice in the late
1980?s. He has been blessed to learn so much from these brave
ing 2015 (forthcoming).
men and women about their individual journeys in becoming the
people they always knew they were. They often have gone
Dr. Anne Koch received both her DMD and Certificate in through many years of self-evaluation, soul searching, and theraEndodontics from the University of
py to reach their ultimate decision to live in the world as their
Pennsylvania. She is also the founder and past Director of the
true gender.
Postdoctoral Program in Endodontics at the Harvard School o
Dental Medicine. Dr. Koch is an active member of both the
Carol Levey is a marketing manager for the Dow Chemical
GLMA and WPATH.
company. She transitioned on the job in June 2014. She’s
worked in a steel mill, been a professional consulting engineer,
Hudson Krakowski is a performer, actor, and writer
spent a decade in R&D for electroplating chemistry, and now
based in Brooklyn, New York. He performs monthly with the
mostly travels globally in a customer facing capacity. She is the
queer burlesque troupe, Hypergender Burlesque in New York
company LGBT network site leader and is active in local events
City and is a member of the WOW Cafe Theatre.
and online social networks.

Bobbie Kay is a crossdresser who has worked in or run

Will Krisanda is a freelance writer whose work is featured Jennifer L. Levi is the director of GLAD’s and a nationon Original Plumbing and Huffington Post. He currently lives in
Scranton, Pennsylvania. He began his transition from female to
male in 2009. Most recently he discovered an interest in acting
and hopes to do more of it.

Mira Krishnan works at Hope Network, where she di-

rects the leading autism early diagnosis and early intervention
center in West Michigan. She is also the Chief Executive Officer of The Network, Grand Rapids’ LGBT Community Center,
and is active in numerous local and national/international committees and boards. She began transitioning in October 2013 and
transitioned on the job in July 2014.

Leann Lapine is a bi-gendered person who has lived some
five decades through the trials, tribulations, joy and glory of
being gender blessed. She is married and has spent her professional life in the physical sciences. She finds living in the world
in two genders (one at a time) interesting, frustrating and a true
challenge all at the same time.

Robert Lapointe, Esq. is licensed to practice law in all

Courts in both Rhode Island and Massachusetts and the US Tax
Court. He has been an author and editor of the New England
Law Review. He set up a private practice in 1990 as a general
practice focusing in Bankruptcy, Family Law, Commercial Litigation and Taxation and has represented the community in vari-

ally recognized expert on transgender legal issues. She co-edited
Transgender Family Law: A Guide to Effective Advocacy, the
first book to address legal issues facing transgender people in
the family law context and provide practitioners the tools to effectively represent transgender clients. Jennifer has served as
counsel in a number of precedent-setting cases establishing basic
rights for transgender people, including: O’Donnabhain v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue which established that medical
care relating to gender transition qualifies as a medical deduction for federal income tax purposes; Doe v. Yunits, in which
she represented a transgender student denied the right to attend
school because of the clothing she wore; and Adams v. Bureau
of Prisons, which successfully challenged a federal prison policy
excluding medical care for transgender inmates who came into
the system without a transition-related medical plan, among
many others. She also has worked on a number of high profile
family law cases including the Miller-Jenkins case establishing
full parental rights for a Vermont civil union spouse and cases in
Connecticut and Massachusetts that established the right of same
-sex couples to marry. Jennifer is a law professor at Western
New England University. She serves on the Legal Committee of
the World Professional Association for Transgender Health, and
is a founding member of both the Transgender Law & Policy
Institute and the Massachusetts Transgender Political Coalition.
Jennifer is a graduate of Wellesley College and the University of
Chicago Law School and a former law clerk to Judge Michael
Boudin at the U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit.

PRESENTER BIOS
Damian Lima has been working with the LGBTQ com-

munity since 2004. He co-founded a GSA and participated in
the Mpowerment program at Aids Project Los Angeles while in
High School. Later, he graduated from Wellesley College with
a Bachelor’s degree in Women’s and Gender Studies while
working as a Sexual Health Educator for the college. Since
2012 he has been working at Boston GLASS (LGBTQ youth
center). He identifies as a proud nerd, geek, Latino immigrant,
and trans-man. During his spare time, Damian likes to read,
draw, and play video games.

Bob Linscott is an educator and community leader com-

mitted to issues of equality and social justice. Bob is currently
the Assistant Director of the LGBT Aging Project, a program
of the Fenway Institute that is dedicated to education, outreach
and advocacy for LGBT seniors and caregivers. He also coordinates the Community Meal Program for LGBT Elders with
Ethos, a Boston-area elder service agency. Through his work at
the LGBT Aging Project he has helped launch 14 additional
LGBT friendly meal programs across Massachusetts along with
numerous Healthy Aging programs for LGBT seniors. Bob
travels across the country speaking to other state agencies about
adopting LGBT Friendly Programs for older adults. Bob has
been widely recognized for his work in elder services and community leadership. In 2008 Bay Windows named Bob ‘Person
of the Year’ and in 2009 he received the ‘Individual Achievement Award’ from the Greater Boston Business Council for his
work in community development. Also in 2009 both Bob and
Lisa Krinsky received the Jalna Perry award from Somerville
Cambridge Elder Services for their commitment to improving
the lives of LGBT Elders. In 2013 Bob’s work with the LGBT
Community Meals Program was recognized by The Massachusetts Meals on Wheels Association with their Kit Clark award.
Bob completed his Master’s Degree at Harvard Divinity School
and is also a recent graduate of the Boston Civic Leadership
Institute, a year-long fellowship sponsored by Boston Cares.

Drew Lodi is a transman who began transition in 2008. He
is the first grant recipient of the Jim Collins Foundation. For
many years he has played an active role in fundraisers, panels,
workshops and other types of Community Outreach Programs.
Drew speaks of his experience, strength and hope. He believes
in healing & awareness of mind, body and spirit. Through
awareness we heal. All information we take in about ourselves
can aid in self-discovery.

Emmett Jack Lundberg is an award-winning screenwriter living in Brooklyn, NY. He has spent many years on the
sets of feature films including Birdman, Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close and Julie & Julia. He is also co-editor of a
new anthology of trans masculine experiences.

Dr. Wayne M. Maines is the proud father of identical

twins, one boy and one girl. Learning to understand what and
support that statement, watching his child face bullying, harassment and discrimination has been the catalyst for becoming an
activist and advocate for the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and
Transgender community. Wayne is a nationally known speaker
in his chosen profession and during this past year begun to use
those same excellent communication and motivational skills
speak out as an emerging expert in the field of transgender children.

Dr. Vartan Mardirossian, the first fellowship-trained

facial plastic surgeon in Jupiter, Florida, has dedicated his career
to helping others look their best so that they feel their best. With
extensive training in Europe followed by formal training in Boston, MA, Dr. Mardirossian performed research at M.I.T. and
trained in a variety of aspects of head and neck cosmetic surgery
at Boston University. During the Boston marathon tragedy Dr.
Mardirossian took care of the victims and saved a patient from a
permanent facial disfigurement. He was awarded a certificate of
appreciation for his service during the tragedy. Currently Dr.
Mardirossian serves as an Assistant Professor of Otolaryngology
– Head and Neck Surgery at the Florida Atlantic University where
he shares his knowledge and experience with students and trainees. Dr. Mardirossian was born in Bulgaria and moved to Italy at
a young age to attend the prestigious Collegio Armeno Moorat
Raphael in Venice. He pursued and completed his medical studies
at the Facolta’ di Medicina e Chirurgia dell`Universita’ degli
Studi di Padova graduating summa cum laude.

Linda Marks, MSM has practiced Emotional Kinesthetic

Psychotherapy (EKP), a heart-centered method of body psychotherapy for 29 years and has been a singer/songwriter since childhood. Helping others find their voice is Linda’s passion – both in
her healing practice and as a singer coaching singers. Linda has
worked with people of many gender identities, including trans
folk and crossdressers, for most of her career. She holds degrees
from Yale and MIT and is on the Board of Directors for the Boston Association of Cabaret Artists (BACA). Her new CD, “Heart
to Heart” is being released in January 2015.

Alasandra Samantha McClellan is an engaged

Transgender Woman with a legal name change and full time since
Oct 2012. Former Clerk and the Vice President of the board of
NETA Inc. (North East Transwomens Alliance Inc.) 2012- 2014,
Member of the Board of Directors of the ILCNSCA since 2012,
National Community Chair for an at-work ERG (Employee Resource Group) at Applied Materials Inc. home of over 31,000 employees Worldwide. She is the parent of 4, all now adults, And a
Senior Software Engineer at Applied Materials Inc. the past 19
years. She is a moderator of several FB transgender related groups
with over 2,000+ members on everything from The Beauty Network, TBN Support group, TBN Health and Fitness, and a closed
group for post GRS individuals to share tip and suggestions on
recovery support. She is an outgoing individual in the pursuit of
equality of all LGBTIQ individuals. She is currently enrolled in
college in the pursuit of a BS in Human Science and a state LSW
License.
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ence in issues relating to gender identity. She is a Licensed Independent Clinical Social Worker, member of the (WPATH) World
Professional Association for Transgender Health, formally called
the Harry Benjamin International Gender Dysphoria Association
(HBIGDA), an elected Board of Director for the North Shore AlliDr. Toby Meltzer graduated from LSU Medical School in ance of Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual & Transgender Youth (NAGLY).
1983 and is board certified in both General and Plastic Surgery. Her practice focuses on individuals and their families coping with
He is an active member of the American Society of Plastic Sur- the full range of identity issues including cross-dressers and transgeons. He started practicing at Oregon Health Sciences Universi- sexuals. Other areas of treatment include depression, trauma, panty in 1990 and began private practice in 1996 in Portland, Oreic disorders other counseling needs. Services include referral evalgon. He moved to Scottsdale, Arizona in 1993. He has privileges uation for hormones, surgery, and other supportive services.
at Scottsdale Healthcare Osborn Campus at the Greenbaum Surgery Center and Scottsdale Healthcare Shea Campus. He has a
private practice located in Scottsdale. Dr. Meltzer performs ap- Dr. Douglas Ousterhout, MD he is semi-retired, and
proximately 200 Genital Reconstruction Surgery (GRS) cases per still sees consultations and operates with his successor, Dr. Jordan
year. He performs both MTF and FTM genital reconstruction
Deschamps-Braly, whom he’ll be introducing to attendees of this
surgery; facial feminization; chest surgery; and repairs and revi- conference. Dr. Ousterhout is a Board Certified plastic surgeon,
sions.
past president of the American Society of Maxillofacial Surgeons,
and is a member of fourteen medical societies. He is the author of
“Facial Feminization Surgery: A Guide for the Transgendered
Marybeth Meservey RNP, MS is a Women’s Health Woman”.
Nurse Practitioner with 30 years of experience as a clinician and
educator in obstetrics, gynecology, pediatrics and public health.
Dr. Samuel C. Pang, MD, Medical Director at IVF
She has worked with diverse urban populations throughout her
career. She is particularly interested in human rights and justice New England, formerly known as the Reproductive Science Cenregarding the health care of transgender persons.
ter of New England (RSCNE), is subspecialty board certified in
Reproductive Endocrinology. Prior to joining IVF New England
Jessica Mink is an astronomical software developer, bicy- in 1993, he trained in reproductive endocrinology at UCLA. Uncle and open space activist, parent, and transgender woman. She der Dr. Pang’s leadership, IVFNE is currently one of the five largthought that she had transitioned to most of her world in 2011
est in vitro fertilization (IVF) centers in the U.S., noted for being
after decades of thinking about it, but has found out that two
among the most successful with a very low incidence of multiple
years later, she is still transitioning.
gestations compared to other IVF centers in the country. Dr. Pang
been director of the Third Party Assisted Reproduction proKailin is a cup of gender-fluid made from one half Bostonian has
gram
at IVFNE since 1997, serving couples who utilize IVF with
and the other half activist. Xe presents on a variety of topics including gender non-conformity, sexual health, Pagan spirituality, donor eggs and/or a gestational surrogate to have children. He has
energy work, and many others; xe has been seen at the True Col- been helping female couples have children since 1993, and has
ors Conference, GKE-New England, The Society, and BIB. Xe been helping male couples have children with donor eggs and
has also presented for TSK and NELA, as well as for lots of
gestational surrogacy since 1998. He is currently helping
smaller groups and conferences. Kailin is a co-organizer of
transgender individuals who wish to have genetically-related chilTrans* Spectrum Kinksters and of Boston QRG and is involved
dren.
as an advocate for homeless young adults.

Dr. Maureen Osborne is a licensed psychologist with

over 30 years experience as a therapist, specializing in gender
identity issues for the last 20+ years. She received a Ph.D. in
Clinical Psychology from the University of Missouri – St. Louis
in 1984 , and is a member of the American Psychological Association, the World Professional Association for Transgender Health
(WPATH), and Division 44 of the APA, which deals with LGBT
issues Dr. Osborne’s theoretical orientation and training in Contextual Therapy provided a natural backdrop for her interest in
relational ethics and justice dynamics as they apply to the
transgender journey. She has presented talks and workshops at
many different national and international gender conferences,
and appeared in the award-winning documentary “Trans”, as
well as the documentary “Just Gender”. Dr. Osborne’s private
practice, currently in Malvern, PA, will be relocating to Cape
Cod, MA in September 2015. She works with transgender adults,
adolescents, couples, and families, helping them to maintain and
rework important relational ties in the midst of changes in the
gender awareness and expression.

Dianne Ouellette, MSW, LICSW is a psychotherapist specializing in gender issues, with over fifteen years experi-

Kathe Perez, MA CCC-SLP is an internationally rec-

ognized expert in the care and training of the human voice. She is
the founder and president of Exceptional Voice, Inc and cofounder and co-creator of Eva: The world’s first voice training
mobile app for transgender people. As a certified SpeechLanguage Pathologist, Kathe has been providing voice feminization training for the TG community for years and has helped thousands gain confidence in the way they speak. Kathe presents at
TG conferences around the United States informing and demonstrating transgender voice transformation techniques and exercises. This is her 2nd time presenting at First Event. New and exciting things are happening at Exceptional Voice (Eva is here!). Stop
by the vendor’s area to say hello and see what’s new. During First
Event 2015 only, attendees of First Event can get $30 off the regular fee for Kathe’s highly sought after 30 Day Crash Course. In
addition to the usual training strategies, you’ll find your voice by
searching within. Kathe has teamed up with Amadhia, a guided
meditation expert and has released “feminEssence: A Guided
Meditation for Your Feminine Voice”, in July, 2014.

Monica Prata is a GG who works as a Feminine Image

Consultant for those who are transgendered, transitioning or inte-
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grating their genders. Services include makeup application and
lessons, wardrobe consulting, styling and accessorizing and
lessons in modern feminine deportment. Monica gained much
of her makeup experience working as a professional artist for
M.A.C Cosmetics and is certified through the company. She
also worked for Nordstrom’s where because of her innate understanding and friendly disposition she acquired many clients
shopping for their “girlfriends.” In addition to her wardrobe
consulting and cosmetic experience, Monica worked as a model
and is skilled in the art of feminine posing for photography and
daily life. In October 2010, Monica moved from Chicago to San
Francisco to join Doctor Ousterhout’s team as Mira Coluccio’s
Assistant, and in-office stylist. Monica continues her work within the community, traveling nationally and internationally to
work with clients, she is dedicated in helping you to achieve
your most naturally feminine appearance.

for themselves. She is married to a wonderful woman and currently working as a construction engineer (it pays the bills), with
occasional forays into musical performance and theater.

Sirena Rivera, M.D. is a male-to-female transgender/

dual-gender person, who has spent her life oscillating between
gender poles. She lives in southeastern Pennsylvania, and is physician by profession and earned her bachelor’s degree from an up
-and-coming public university and her Doctor of Medicine degree from somewhere in the Ivy League. Sirena’s personal interests include martial arts, TLBG activism, and being an all-around
geek-girl. She is happily married to her lovely spouse, Else Adler, and both are active members of Delaware Renaissance.

Dr. Kathy L. Rumer is a Board Certified Plastic and Re-

constructive Surgeon who specializes in cosmetic and reconstructive surgery for Trans identified individuals. She is the
Donna Price retired as a Captain after serving 25 years on founder of Rumer Cosmetic Surgery where she works with other
active duty in the U.S. Navy Judge Advocate General’s Corps. specialists to provide the best possible healthcare for her patients.
During her Navy career, among other assignments, she was
She is on staff at a number of the best hospitals in the PhiladelphCommanding Officer of the largest legal office in the Departia area and has been named a Main Line “TOP DOC” in 2008,
ment of the Navy; Editor-in-Chief of the Naval Law Review;
2009, 2010, and 2011. She was also named a Philadelphia Magaresponsible for all personnel and medical issues affecting the
zine “TOP DOC” for 2011. She also serves as a fellowship site
Department of the Navy before Congress; and was a Prosecutor, director for the Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine,
Defense Counsel, and Trial Judge. She has also served as a Sen- one of the only residency programs that trains surgeons in the art
ior Vice-President, Privacy and Compliance, and Chief Compli- of gender variant cosmetic and reconstructive surgery. Finally,
ance Officer for a health care contractor; and has over 11 years she is an active member of WPATH and has served as an advoin private practice with a focus on representing individuals recate for transgender individuals at a local and national level.
quiring security clearance from the U.S. Government. She has
Most recently. Dr. Rumer opened a facility that will offer state-of
fully and publicly transitioned in her private and professional
the-art gender confirming surgical and non-surgical procedures.
life.
This facility also provides a soothing and calming environment
for patient’s during their post-operative recovery.
MKT Productions is a New England based comic studio
that specializes in stories related to transgender and other LGBT Dr. Thomas Satterwhite completed college, medical
issues. The studio was created in 2004 by Michelle Pinard as a school, and his plastic surgery residency at Stanford University,
place where her captivation by the Japanese comic style and
Palo Alto, CA. His expertise in facial surgery was further refined
intense story telling could combine to bring forth the debut
with the completion of a craniofacial fellowship under the tutecomic, Chaotic Kiss. Michelle has spent the last six years show- lage of Dr. S. Anthony Wolfe, a world-renowned craniofacial
ing CK at Japanese Anime Conventions, Comic Book Shows,
surgeon. Dr. Satterwhite has extensively published and presented
as well as First Event 2010. Michelle is very excited to present nationally and internationally in plastic, reconstructive, and aesthe first panel on her studios work, and hopes that her art will
thetic surgery. He has recently joined forces with Dr. Curtis
enrich the lives of the transgender attendees as well as the rest
Crane, and together their San Francisco practice is dedicated to
of the LGBQ community. She hopes that her artwork continues provided excellent, personal, and comprehensive care to the
to inspire transgendered readers as it has in the past.
transgender community and the LGBT community at large. Dr.
Satterwhite has remained actively involved in the LGBT family.
For close to 20 years, the San Francisco Bay Area has been home
Nicole Renee is a licensed cosmetologist, make-up artist for Dr. Satterwhite and his partner Harald, and now recently,
and photographer. A graduate of Emerson College, she worked their infant son Alexander.
in Las Vegas for six years and has now returned to Massachusetts, where she runs I’m Hot Studio in Amesbury. She has
helped with makeup for fashion shows at multiple gender con- Natasha Savoy is the creative force behind My Changing
Room which has offered a cross dressing venue in Boston for 15
ferences including First Event.
years. While her background is in Cultural Anthropology and
social work, she takes more pleasure in the magic of transforNatasha has studied makeup with some of today’s top
Tamara Ritt has been a member of the Speakers bureaus at mations.
three state universities in Michigan and has given presentations artists; an education which she continues annually to remain curon public speaking and on industrial safety prior to her decision rent and informed. This has allowed her to launch many bright
new faces with glowing pride. Natasha is also a visual artist and
to transition in 2007. She has also spoken before counseling
graduate students regarding her personal journey on two differ- photographer. She lives in Boston with an understanding husent occasions since. The first few years after her transition were band and two large dogs.
focused on growing her relationship with her spouse and reconnecting with family and friends. In 2012, she ventured back into
the public arena, leading a seminar at Fantasia Fair on life after
surgery. Her main concern then and still today is to help other
transsexuals come to a better understanding of who they are and
what factors should be considered in order to find the right path
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Sara Schnorr grew up in Pittsburgh, PA, attending Catho-

tic surgery specializing in Facial Feminization Surgery. His
practice, Advanced Facial Aesthetics, located in Chestnut Hill,
MA is the premier location in for advanced facial plastic surgery. Dr. Spiegel has performed well over 1,000 FFS procedures
and is able to help patients look and feel the way they should!

lic elementary and high schools; accepted a scholarship to Harvard, where she majored in German Literature; she won a Fulbright Fellowship 1970-71 to study German literature and linguistics in Munich; and she earned an M.A.T. at Wesleyan University in 1972. Sara taught German and English in Kingston,
MA and North Haven, CT in the first half of the 1970’s before
entering the University of Virginia Law School in 1979 where
she was Editor-in-Chief of Virginia Journal of International Law
and the winner of the 1979 Hardy Cross Dillard Award for best
student note (German Antitrust law). Directly from law school,
Sara joined the Boston law firm Palmer & Dodge (now known as
Edwards Wildman Palmer LLP); became partner in 1987; she’s a
former member of the hiring committee, and current member of
the diversity committee, legal opinion review committee, and
chair of the pro bono committee. Sara’s practice area involves
commercial real estate, with specialties in biotech properties,
retail properties and the financing, permitting, developing and
operation of affordable housing and community development
projects. In 2009, as a senior partner and at age 61, Sara transitioned full time as a MTF transsexual. Since 2008, Sara has been
a peer-rated “Massachusetts Super Lawyer” and in 2012 was
identified as one of the top women lawyers in Massachusetts.
And for the past 25 years, Sara has been received a Martindale
AV Preeminent® Rating. Sara is a member of the American Bar
Association, the Massachusetts LGBTQ Bar Association, the
Founders Circle of GLAD’s Transgender Rights Project, the
Board of Visitors of Fenway Community Health, and SpeakOUT
Boston.

Reverend Moonhawk River Stone, M.S.,
LMHC, is an Interfaith Minister, psychotherapist, consultant,

Rebecca Shafir, M.A. CCC, a speech/language

Michelle The Tall is no stranger to First Event and other

educator, writer and keynote speaker in private practice in the
Schenectady, NY area. December 2014, Rev. Stone was appointed to the Schenectady County Human Rights Commission, the
first transgender person in New York State to hold such a position. He is an appointed member of Governor Cuomo’s Ending
the Epidemic HIV/AIDS Task Force. In his psychotherapy private practice he works with transgender clients of all ages and
with their families. His consulting and educational work take
him all over the country into corporations, colleges, K-12
schools, clinical and professional conferences. Rev. Stone is an
advocate and activist for transgender human and civil rights and
works to develop transgender health care policy and transgender
employment policy, and has served on numerous non profit
boards and committees.

Cody Suzuki-Arruda is a mixed media artist & poetry/
story writer with passions including gardening & photography,
using nature plus the journey of “life” as his inspirations. He is
active in the local community, member of Southcoast Equality,
The Imperial Court of RI, Fantasia Fair & First Event, just to
name a feW

Tamar is the owner of A Beautiful Corset. She is a profes-

sional corset fitter for the Vollers corset line and the only fitter
trained by Vollers, the Corset Company for the United States.
Vollers, the Corset Company is a 5th generation family owned
Morgan Seamont identifies as an FTM and is currently business that has been hand-making authentic steel-boned corthe Assistant Director of the GLBTQ Resource Center at the Uni- sets since the 1800’s in the UK. Since attending First Event last
versity of Colorado-Boulder. After spending 20 years as a para- year, Tamar has worked with Vollers to create the very first cormedic Morgan entered graduate school, earning his master’s de- set patterns created specifically for the transgendered communigree in anthropology while specializing in the archaeology of the ty, and the male figure transitioning to the female form. “It was
American Southwest. After transitioning he decided to move into an exciting, ground-breaking project that could not have been
accomplished without the tremendous kindness and patience
social justice work and is currently completing his doctoral research on the sexualities of trans men and their partners. Morgan from so many of the people I met last year at First Event. I am
will take any chance he gets to ride his motorcycle up and down very proud to offer a service that enhances the beautiful spirit
within each person I had the pleasure of meeting!”
the Rockies and enjoying Colorado’s beauty.
pathologist, former opera singer and voice feminization coach
will describe the process of voice transitioning – mental readiness, her unique training process, hazards to avoid if one trains
independently, and helpful suggestions for those who want to get
started. Rebecca will describe the most effective voice therapy
approaches including voice analysis, computerized feedback,
sensory training and mind/body voice training strategies.

major Transgender conferences. She has presented seminars at
First Event 2014 and Keystone 2014. She has been a fixture in
the First Event Fashion Show for many years-always having
something spectacular to exhibit. Often, she supports novice
Transgender instruction sessions both in the US and the UK.
Michelle is a member of the Vanity Club

Bobbi Taylor is a transgender activist living and working in

the Boston area with formal training in Zen Buddhism, evangelical Christianity, and British Traditional Wicca. In addition to
Communicator located in Boston, MA. Cyn is fascinated by all
being a housewife, spouse, and father, Bobbi is also active in the
things (gender)queer and deeply interested in the ways linguistics Massachusetts Transgender Political Coalition and the pursuit of
touches our lives, queer, trans*, and otherwise. By day, Cyn
LGBT rights and the evolution of gender.
works at a doggie daycare in Newton, MA, but is a devoted queer
and gender theorist by night. You may also have seen hym at last
Julie Thompson, PA-C, Joined Fenway Health in
year’s First Event in addition to Transcending Boundaries, The
2010. Julie graduated from the Physician Assistant Program at
Geeky Kink Event: New England, and The Fantasia Fair.
Northeastern University and has a Masters in Medical Sciences
Boston University. Julie is a primary care provider and an
Dr. Jeffrey Spiegel is a double board certified facial plas- from
integral provider on the Trans Health and Women’s Health medical teams. She specializes in primary care, LGBTQ health,

Cyn Simonoff is a LGBTQ+ Educator, Organizer, and
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AIDS, sexually transmitted infections, and transgender health.
Julie has presented trans health care competency trainings for
medical providers and students in a variety of settings. She has
also participated on panels and in workshops at trans health
conferences and in professional educational forums.
Angelina Vail is in the process of transitioning MtF. She
recently began HRT. Her outlook on life consists of optimism,
happiness, and remaining positive.

Dr. Burt Webb, MD graduated from Tulane Medical

School in 1980. He did his residency at Good Samaritan Medical Center in Phoenix, Arizona. He is board certified in Obstetrics and Gynecology. He started working with Dr. Meltzer in
January of 2003. He started his private practice in 1984. From
1987 to 2000, he was an OBGYN professor for the Scottsdale
Memorial Hospital Osborn Family Practice Residency Program. Since 1994, he has been an assistant professor of OBGYN at the University of Arizona College of Medicine. From
1996 until 2003, he was the designated on-call OBGYN trauma
physician at Scottsdale Memorial Hospital Osborn. As of 1999,
he has been a designated instructor and advisor for the Sexual
Assault Nurse Examiner Program. As of 2000, he is an OBGYN Physician Advisor to the Mayo Clinic Family Practice
Residency program. In 1997, he received the distinction of an
Arizona Top Doc of the year. In 1998, he was awarded Medical Professor of the Year from the Family Practice Residency
Program. Currently, he is an OBGYN for the Scottsdale Center
for Women’s health.

Dr. Jeffrey Weinzweig, MD is a board certified plastic surgeon with subspecialty training and expertise as a craniofacial surgeon. He is considered one of the foremost international experts in plastic surgery. In fact, he is one of the only
leading craniofacial surgeons in the United States with a special interest in performing FFS. Dr. Weinzweig is one of the
most prolific authors and researchers in the field with 5 textbooks and more than 200 peer-reviewed articles and chapters
to his credit.

Justice Roe Williams is a published poet, a personal

trainer, and a long time community activist and organizer. He
has a background in youth advocacy and organizing, as well as
many years of Trans* and LGBQ activism particularly in communities of color. Justice has been consulting for 18 years,
facilitating workshops on diversity and social justice issues. He
is currently executive director of Body Image 4 Justice, a Boston based organization that engages the larger LGBT community on issues affecting the Trans* community.

Elizabeth Wintheiser is a transwoman who has been

married for 30 years to the most wonderful woman in the
world. She has three incredible adult children. She is a Registered Nurse with a BS in Health Education and a MEd both
from Penn State University. Her career has been primarily with
and caring for persons who have neurological and/or mental
health diagnoses. Many of whom were also Transgender. Their
bravery gave her the courage to become herself. She has been
writing poetry her entire life and looks forward to hearing the
poems of others here.

Phillip Zimmerman joined the United States Navy in

June of 1980. Recognized as “recruiting poster sharp” and a
“mainstay of his department” and “one of the finest linguists to
serve Commander, Middle East Force,” his career came to an

abrupt end on August 26, 1986, the day he completed a Persian
Language training course andwas unceremoniously assigned to
the Navy Detachment’s Master-at-Arms division due to “loss of
clearance due to alleged aberrant personal conduct.” Since 1987,
Phillip Zimmerman has served as an educator and HIV/AIDS
awareness and Veteran’s Rights advocate since 1987 and is the
New Jersey chapter President of American Veterans for Equal
Rights (AVER). He is also the author of “For the Convenience of
the Government” which is a memoir of his navy experience.
While no longer able to re-enlist in the United States Navy due to
his age, he continues to serve our community as a uniformed
member of the United States Coast Guard Auxiliary

Mark Zukowski, M.D., F.A.C.S., Wilmette, IL, is a

Northwestern-trained Board Certified Plastic Surgeon who practices on the North Shore of Chicago. He has an international cliental in face and body feminization and has been working with
the gender community for 18 years with over 65% of his practice
gender related. He performs the full range of face and body feminization procedures as well as micrograft hair transplantation in
order to create a full and naturally feminine hairline. Dr. Zukowski specializes in proven state-of-the-art technology such as endoscopic minimal scar techniques, which he has been performing
for 22 years and is at the forefront of this technology worldwide.
His other techniques such as suspension neck contouring, high
speed burring for bone sculpting and tracheal shaving breast augmentation that centralize the implants and large volume fatgrafting for buttock enhancement provide safe, individualized,
cost-effective high-quality results that he stands behind 100%.
He served in the U.S. Navy attaining the rank of Commander at
the Naval Medical Center in Portsmouth, Virginia, and was in
charge of the busiest plastic surgery department of any military
in the world. He has an unparalleled depth of knowledge and
experience in natal male cosmetic surgery of the face and body.
He is the author of over 30 articles and book chapters with an
international reputation in cosmetic plastic surgery of the face
and body.

Susan Maasch, Rebecca Oglesby and Dr.
Michelle Forcier. All are board members of TYEF and

design and run our programs since 2008. Each have run support
groups for many years in New England year round, at our summer and fall camps and every year at the Philadelphia Trans
Health Conference. Last year at PTHC we had almost 200 parents in our support groups over a few days and the response was
strong. Susan Maasch is the founder and co-director of Trans
Youth Equality Foundation in Maine. Dr. Forcier is a experienced group leader that is a pediatric/adolescent medicine doctor
at Hasbro Childrens Hospital at Brown University. She runs the
gender clinic there. Rebecca Oglesby is on the executive board at
the Trans Youth Equality Foundation. She has served the board
as treasurer and director of summer and fall TYEF camps for
trans youth. Rebecca has co led many support groups both for
youth and parents at TYEF and PTHC. She is a foodie, ASIA
FOOD EXPERT and loves all things travel.
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